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                              Abstract

    Parity nonconserving effect in neutron-induced nuclear reactions has been investigated

 in low energy (n, 7) reactions for several p-wave compound resonaRces, Large asymmetries

 with respect to the incident neutron helicity (,{IL) have beeR observed in p-wave resonance
 cross sections for '39La(E.= O.734eY), 8iBr(E.=:O,88eV), ai'Cd(E,=:4.53eY), 93Nb (E,"35.9,

 42.3eV), i08Pd(E. ua 2.96eY) and '2"Sn(E. = 62.0eli). Obtained results are AL == (9.8 Å} O.3) O/e,

 (2.1 l O.1) O/e and - (1.3t8:Z) e/o for i39La, 8'Br aRd i'iCd target nuclei, respectively, while no

 slzable helicity dependence has been observed for 93Nb, i08Pd and i24Sn target nuclei. The

 phenomena are explained as very large enhancement of interference terms between s- and

 p-wave amplitudes due to the statistical nature of compound states and the difference of
 centrifugal potential barriers between the two amplitudes. Dependences of resonance cross

 sections and their asymmetries with respect to the incident neutron helicity on the angle of

 emitted 7-rays have been measured for i39La and 8iBr, and found to be very small. The
 dependence ef AL on 7-ray energy has been measured for i39La, and has been found to he

 independent of 7-ray enefgy within experimental errors. The results show that the large

 values of AL are due to parity mixing in the entfance channeL
          A    The a.•k7 correlation term for i39La has been aiso measured to study parity mixing

 effects in exit channels,

l Introductiolt

    The conservation of parity (P) in a physical system is a discrete symmetry
under a space refiection. The parity violation has been established to be a nature

of the weak interaction since it was introduced by Lee and Yang [lj in 1956, and
it was observed experimentally by Wu et al. [2] in 1957. In fiucleon-nucleon (N-N)

interactions where the strong interaction is dominant, the parity-nonconserving
(PNC) effect is very small. An experimental possibility to observe a PNC effect in

N-N interactions was first discussed by Wilkinson [3].i The total amplitude (f)
consists of parity-conserving (PC) part (fpc) and PNC part (fpNc).

                             f"fpc+fpNc (1)
The size of fpNc relative to that of fpc is crudely given by the ratio of PC and
PNC light-meson-exchange potentials (Ypc and VpNc):

  iHe discussed in the context of parity vielation in the strong interactien. Blin-Stoyle discussed the

  PNC effect in N-N interaction due to the weak interaction [4].
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                    ctNN : !etipNcc tv GFmi .v 2Å~ lo-7

                                                                (2)
                         1fpNcl
                       rv                         lfpcl '

where GF and m. are the Fermi coupling constant and the pioR mass,
respectively. The absolute square of f is to be observed experimeRtally.

                  M2 = [fpcl2 + 2Refpc.f>*Nc + lfpNcl2
                                                                (3)
                      Av [fpcl2(1 + 2ctNN + ctkN)

He suggested two types of experirnents. The first one is the measurement of a
pure PNC part lfpNcl2. For example, search for violation of "absolute" selection

rules which are imposed by parity-conservation belongs to this type. The secoRd

one is the measurement of Refpcfp*Nc which is an interference term. The
measurement of P-odd correlation terms belongs to this type. Larger PNC effect
is expected in the second-type experiment since the PNC effect in the second-type
experiment is the order of ctNN rv 10-' while that in the first-type is the order of

ctkN A, lo-i4.

   The PNC effect in proton-proton (p-p) interaction has been observed
experimentally in the longitudinal asymmetry in p-p scatteriRg which is given as

                             a' (pp) - a- (pp)
                      AL (pp) ".+ (pp)+a- (pp)' (4)

where ff"(pp)(ffww (pp)) is the scattering cross section with incident positive- (negative--)

helicity protons. It has been measured at several incident proton energies as listed

in Table 1. These results are consistent with theoretical estimations.

                 Table 1. Longitudinal asymmetry in p-p scattering

incidentenergyIMeVl AL(PP)
15
45
45
800

-(i.7lO.8)Å~10ww
-(2.3Å}e.8)Å~10-7
-(2.3Å}O.8)Å~10-7

(2.4Å}i.1Å}O.1)Å~lo-7

LosAlarnos[5]SIN[6]Berkeley[7]LosAlamos[8]

   The first successful observation of a large PNC effect in nuclear process was
the measurement of lefÅí-right asymmetry of capture 7-rays from alt ttnpolarized

ii3Cd target induced by trafisversely polarized incident thermal neutrons from a

reactor in 1964 [9]. The left-right asymmetry is a parity violatiRg angular
distribution of capture 7-rays (A,) which is given as

                     Iv(e7a.) O(] 1+Pff Av COS e7a., (5)
where pnT and ero. are the transverse polarization of incident neutrons and the angle

between the direction of the incident neutron polarization and the emitted 7-ray
rnomentum The obtained value is A, = - (4.1 Å} O.8) Å~ le rv 4. The large PNC
effect arises from interference between parky-favored transition (Ml) and parity-
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unfavored transition (El) in ii4Cd(1" --> O"). Another large PNC effect was fouRd

in the measurement of circular polarization of 7-ray (P,) from unpolarized ii`Cd
nuclei [10]. The obtai ned value is P, = - (6.0 Å} 1.5) Å~ 10-`. These types of

PNC effect have been studied for a number of nttclei as listed in Table 2. The
existence of the large interference term implies that the initial (compound) state or

the final state of the 7-ray transition is a parity mixed state. It is natural to
assume that the parity is mixed in the initiai state, since the level density is much

higher in the inkial state than in the final state. Therefore, a large PNC effect

can be expected also in the entrance channel of the compound state. (The A, and
P, are related to parity mixing in the cxit channel of the compound state.)

                Table 2. PNC effects in nuclear 7-ray transitions

transition value reference

nÅÄp--ÅÄD(1)+7 A.==(O.6Å}2.2)Å~10- [ll]

P.=-(1.30Å}O.45)Å~lo-6 [12]

i8F(O--!+) P.=-(O.5Å}20)Å~10-3 [13]

i9F($--}+) A.:-(18th9)Å~lo-5 [14]

4iAr (s-rm.,g") P.==(2.0thO.4)Å~10-5 [15]

ii4Cd(1+--"O+) A.:-(4.0Å}O.8)Å~lo-4 i9]

P.==-(6Å}1.5)Å~lo-4 [10]

n8Sn(i+-O+) A,=(4.4Å}O.6)Å~lo-4 [16]

P.=(8.5Å}1.5)Å~lo-4 I17]

i75Lu(g--+g-) P.=(5.5Å}20)Å~10-5 [18]

i80fff(8.6) P,=-(2.4Å}O.3)Å~lo-3 [19]

A.=-(1.7Å}O.2)Å~10-3 [2e]

i8iTa(!+--,g+) P.==-(s.2Å}o.s)Å~le-6 [21]

    In 1980, a very large PNC effect caused by an interference between two opposite

parity amplitudes in the entrance channei was observed in parity violating spin
rotation angle of transversely poiarized coid neutrons on propagation through ii7Sn

[22]. The obtained value is dip/dz : (3.7 Å} O.3) Å~ 10-5radlcm. The spin rotation

angle corresponds to the real part of the interference term.

   The imaginary part of the interference term corresponds to the parity violating

asymmetry of a resonance cross section wkh respect to the helicity of incident
neutrons. IR this work, very large helicity dependences have been successfully
observed in p-wave compound resonaRces for several target nuclci with inciden{
epithermal neutrons. The ratio of helicity dependent part of the resonance cross
section to helicity independent part is referred to as longitudinal asymmetry
represented by AL which is giyen as

                                +-                               Or M ar                               gi +a,-' (6)                          fg[L ":

where crr" (ffrww) is the resonance cross section iRduced by incident positive- (negative-)

helicky neutroRs. In the first experiment carried out at Dubna [23], the
longitudinal asymmetry was measured in p-wave resonances for ii7Sn, i39La, 8iBr
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and iiiCd target nuclei, and obtained values are /IL = e.45 lr O.13 O/o, 7.3 Å}O.5 O/o,

2.4Å}e.4e/o and -O.82 thO.220/e, respectively [23]. LongitudiRal asymmetry has
been studied in several experiments and measttred to be A.N(le-i tv 10ww2) in

p-wave resonances for several target nuclei [24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. These large PNC

effects in compound nucleus are explained to arise from the interference between
two opposite parity amplitudes in the enÅírance channel of the compound state
[29, 30, 31]. The pariÅíy mixing between two opposite parity amplitudes calt be
much larger in a compound state than in a direct process, since necleons have
much longer time to interact with each other iR a compound state than in a direct

process.
   The large PNC effect in neutron-Rucieus (n-A) interactioR introduces a new
possibility for testing the time-reversal-invariance (TRI).

   The CP-violation was observed in the decay of neutral K mesons by Christefison
et al. [37] in 1964, but the origin of CP-violation still remaiRs unknown. If the

CPT theorem [38] is true, TRI is broken. A direct measurement of a T-violating
effect is very important to study the origin of CP-violation, since the theore{ical

prediction for T-violation effect in an observable is model dependent because of
iack of the knowledge about the erigin of CP-violatlon [39]. No finite T-violating

effect has been observed so far in spite of a number of inteRslve efforts. The
experimental upper limits for T-odd amplitudes relative to T-even amplitudes are
N 10ww3 for the strong, electromagnetic and weak interactions [40]. The difficulty

of the experiments on the TRI test is due {o the antiunitarky of T--operator
[41]. Even if the interaction is TRI, T-odd correlation teym may exist because of

the effect of final state interaction (FSb. We must evaluate the FSI effect and
subtract it from the observed T-odd correlation term. The measurement of a T-odd
correlation term in nuclear fi-decay is a good example to see the problem of FSI
                                .s - -effects. The T-odd correla{ion term Dj•(p, Å~ p.)/(E,E.) in '9Ne --> '9F -e e' +v
                      A--was measured [42] where J, p,, p,,E, and E, are a unit vector parailel to the

nuclear spin of i9Ne, momenta of the emitted positroR and neutrioR, kinetic energies

of positron and neutrino, respectively. The obtained result is D == (4 de 8) Å~ IO"",

while the contribution of FSI is nv 2.6 Å~ 10ww4p./(p,),,.., where (p,).... is tke maximum

value of p. [43]. The experimeRtal sensitMty to T-violation is limked to a few
times 10-` by the value of the contribution of the FSI effec{. The FSI effect
appears in all decay or reaction processes. But it does not exist when the system
is static, or the process is elastic scatteriRg where momenta of incomlng and outgoing

particles are the same. In such cases, there is no cofitribution of FSI effect to a

T-odd correiation term, aRd a noR-zero value of T-odd correlation Åíerm is equivalent

to the existence of T-vioiation. This feature is suitable for the measurement of
small T-violatiRg effecÅís.

   A noR--zero value of an electric-dipole-montent (EDM) of a fermion violates
TRI and it is an observable in a static system. The measurement of neutroR EDM
(d.) has provided the most reliable ttpper iimit for TRI. ReceRt improvement of
techniques to storage ultra-cold-neutrons in a bottle has greatly reduced the
systematic error due to the Larmor precession about an effective magnetic field
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which is induced by Lorentz transforrnation from the electric field applied to detect

the EDM. The upper limits d, ==(O.6Å}O.6)Å~10'25e•cm and d. :-(1.4Å}e.6)
 Å~ 10M25e•cm have been obtained at ILL [44j and Leningrad [45], respectively2.

These results give aR upper limit of the order of 10'3 [39] for the strength of

T--odd interaction relative to that of T-eveR interaction.

    In neutron transmissioR experimeRts, kinds and momenta of incorning altd
outgoing particles are the same, and no FSI effect is contained in T-odd correiation

terms. In most of these cases, we can test TRI only ln the strofig interaction. But

a sizable contribution of Åíhe weak interaction is contained in the vicinity of p-wave

resonances where large PNC effects are observed. Therefore, if we observe T-odd
correlation terms in the vicinity of such p-wave resoRances, we can study T-violating

effect in the weak interaction free from FSI.

    It is very important to study the reaction mechanism of capture reaction where

large PNC effects are observed, in order to find the most suitable nucleus and the

most eMcient method for TRI experiment.

    There have been two types of experiments for the measurement of loRgitudinal

asymmetry. One of them is the measurement of helicity dependence of neutron
beam attenuation. This method is referred to as neutron traBsmissioR method
hereafter. The total cross section is measured in the neutron traRsmission method.

The other one is the measurement of helicky dependence of the cross section of
neutron radiative capture reaction. Capture 7-rays are measured in this method
which is referred to as 7-ray detection method. The fi/-ray detectioR method is

more eMcient than the netttron transmission method for the measurement of
longitudinal asymmetry, since the "1-ray detection method is insensitiye to a very

large potential scattering cross section in which no large PNC effect has been
observed.

   The 7-ray detection method has further merit. In the neu{ron transmission
method, the capture cross section consists of only two terms. Those afe a helicity
                                          Aindependent term and a helicity dependent term (o,•k,) where ff. is incident neutron
spin and k. is the unit vector parallel to neutron momentum. In the 7-ray detection

method, the capture cross section consists of more terms which depend on the
neutron helicity and the polar angle of the 7-ray momentum with respect to the

beam axis (e). The e dependence arises from the interference in the exi{ channel
of the compound state. The measurement of the e depeitdence enables us to stttdy
details of reaction mechanism since each term contains information of different
reaction fnechaRisms.

   The longitudinal asymmetry of the p-wave resonance for a i39La target
(E, = O.734eY) had been measured at Dubna [23, 24] and KEK [25], where E, is
the energy of incident neutroBs. The value AL=:(7.3 it O.5)e/o was obtained by
neutron transmission method, whiie AL =(9.5Å}O.3)O/e was obtained at KEK by

2The latter one is interpreted as an upper limit ofId.I < 2.6 Å~ 10-2Se•ctn at a 95 "/o confidence level.
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y-ray detection method 3. In general, the longitudinal asymmetry obtained in 7-ray

detection method is not equivalent to that obtained in neutron traRsmission method

because of e dependent terms. The 7-ray detection method is equivalent to neetron

transmissiofi method only when the y-rays are detected in whoie solid angle.
Vanhoy et al. [46] sttggested a possibility that the inconsistency between two values

are due to e dependent terms, since 7-rays were detected for ificomplete soiid angle

around 0== 900. The measurement of e dependences is ver' y important to study
the origin of the discrepancy.

   In this work, we have carried out a precise measurement of helicity dependence

and e dependeRce in p-wave resonance cross sections with ifnproved equipment
to investigate Åíhe PNC effect in n-A iltteractions. Longitudinai asymmetries have
been measured in p-wave resonances for 8iBr, 93Nb, i08pd, iiicd, i24Sn and i39La

targets. We have measured the number of 7-rays above IMeY without identifying
individual 7--ray transitions.

   We have aiso carried out the followiRg measurements to study {he contributioR

of an interference term in the exit chanRel of a compound state. (l) The e
dependence has beeR studied for 8iBr aRd i39La target nuclei to study the
exit-channel interference effects in the measurement with IMeY y-ray eRergy
threshold ievels. (2) The longitudinal asymmetry for '39La target has beeR measured

as a functioR of eRergy threshold ievels for 7--ray detection. (3) The parity violating

angular distribution of 7-rays with respect to the spin direction of incident neutrons
which corresponds to the (6.•k,) terir} has beeR measured for i39La target, where

k, is the unit vector parallel to 7-ray momentum.

   The dependence of iongitudiRal asymmetry oR incideRt neutron energy (E.)
has been studied for a i39La target. A cold target was used to ob{ain a better

energy resoiution by reducing a Doppler broadening.

                                 --}   The formalism of e dependence in (n,7) reactioR is giveR in section 2. The

experimentai procedures and characteristics of detectors are described in section 3

and section 4. The rnethod of data analysis and experimeRtal resuks are discussed

ifi section 5. Theoretical iRterpretatioR based on parity mixing in the first order

perturbation is discussed iR section 6 akd section 7. In section 8, we give an
overview of further study of PNC effects. We aiso point oet a feasibility of a TRI
                                                            tL Aexperment to measure the P-odd T-odd tripie vector correlaÅíion term (ff.•(I Å~ k.))
in neutron transmission method, wheye i is the unit vector parallel to the target

nuclear spin [47].

               ww-2 Fermalism of (n, 7) Reactien Cross Seetion

   In this section, we describe the formalism of a (fi, 7) reaction cross section.

3Receently, Los Alamos greup [28] obtained the value of the AL for the same resonance wkich

confirms the value obtained at KEK.
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    A number of compound resonances are observed in the capture reaction. In
epithermal neutroR capture reactiolts, the s-wave component of incident neutron is

dominant, and p-wave cornponent is very small. Higher components are negligible
due fo the centrifugal poÅíential barrier. Therefore, we assume Åíhat aii processes

iR this energy region can be described by the contributions of s- and p-wave
components. If only s- and p-wave components exist, the differential cross section
                                                       AAof radiative capture reaction induced by polarized neutrons (6.,(6., k., 6,, k7)) can

be written as

  a.y(o., E., 6,, 4) :g(ao + aik.•k, + a2a,•(k'. Å~ k,,) + a3((k.•22,)2 -g)

                        AA AA AA                   + a4(k, ' k,) (ff. ' (k, Å~ k7)) + as(O•, ` k7) (an ' k7)

                          AA                   + a6(o.,'k,) (a.'k.)

                   + a7 (a -, • n7) ((6. •n,) (I}, • A.) - g a, • k.)

                   + as (a7 • A)7) ((o. • k.) (n, • A'.,) - g ff. • 1},)

                   -+- ag crn ' E7 + aioon ' kn

                   + aii ((6. •A,) (n,• k.) - g6. • k,)

                   + ai2((o, ' k.) (k. • k,) - g a. • n,)

                          A AAA JL IL )-                   + ai3ffv'k7 + ai4(ff7'kn?)(kn'kv) + ais(ifv'k7) ffn'(kn'k7)

                   + ai6(6,•k,) ((n, • k,)2 - g)

                   +ai7(ff,•nv) (k,•k,) (e,•(k. Å~ E7))), (7)

where ff. and G7 are spins of neutron and 7-ray, k. and k7 are unit vectors parallel

to momenta of neutron and 7--ray, respectively [48]. When the circular polarization
           Aof 7-ray (6,•k,) is not observed and the incident neutfons are loRgitudinally
polarized, capture cross secÅíions for lncident positive- and negative•-helicity neutrons,

represented by a,t,(0) and q;,(0), caR be written as

         cr,;,(0) == g(ao + a, cos e + a, (cos2e - g)

                                                                (8)
                 th (a,o + (ag +ga,2) cos e + al,(cos2e ww g>)),
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where e is the polar angle of 7-ray momentum. The integrated capture cross section
for incident unpolarized neutrons (ff,,) is

                  on7=Sf(qt7(e)+a,;,,(e))d9 -- 2nao. (g)

   When we look aS vicinity ofa p-wave resonance, we can observe a component
which changes slowly with incident neutron energy (E.) in addition to the component

of the p-wave resonance. The resonance part of the capture cross sec{ion is
represented by cr, hereafter. We parametrize the angular dependeRce of the
resonance component of capture cross section as

             if,Å} (e) = ff, Å~ (1 + cto, cos e+ cto2 (cos2e-g)

                                                               (lO)
                    l (AL + ctL1 cos e -- ctL2(cos2e- ll-)))

The ao terrr} in Eq. 7 consists of s-wave and p-wave compoRents represented by
ao, and aop, respectively (ao ua ae, + aop). We assume that an s-wave and a p-wave

resonances exist in the region of our lnterest and the continuum component depeRds
on neither e nor incident neutron helicity. Then, the cross section of the continuum

compenent equals to 2nao,. If we write Ai -- ai/aop, we obtain

                                           2
     aoi =" /ii, cto2 "= A3, t4L =" Aie, orLi= Ag++Ai2, ctL2"Aii` (11)
                                           3

   The resonance cross section obtained in neutroR transmission experiments
corresponds to

                     a,' =Sa,"' (e)dS2 oclti AL. (12)

Therefore the longitudinal asymmetry measured in transmissioB method is equivalent

to AL defined in Eq. IO.

   The helicity depeRdent asymmetry of the resonaRce component of capture 7-rays
represented by aL.,(e) is given as

               ffi (e) m ff,- (e) "4L+ ctLi cos e+ ctL2(cos2e-g)

       a"''(0) ": ff,' (e) + a,- (e) =" i+ ct,, cos e+ ct,, (cos2o ww g) (i3)

   There are three ways to determine the value of longitudinal asymmetry AL in
fir-•ray detection method. The first one is to detect capture 7-rays for whoie soiid

angle. The second one is to determine ail parameters in Eq. 13. We can determine
all parameters by measuring she helicjty dependent asymmetries aL,,(e) and the
angular distribution of capture 7-ray intensity induced by incident uRpolarized
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neutrons. The last one is to measure the helicity dependent asymmetries aL,,(e)
at two e's which satisfy cos2e- 1/3 =: O. SubstitutiRg e= Go, n- 0o into Eq. 10
where eo is one of the solutioRs of cos2e- 1/3 == O, we obtain

             ai' (eo) =: ff, Å~ (1 + ctoi cos 0o E (AL + ctLi cos ee)),
                                                                (14)          cr;t (n - eo) ur a, Å~ (1 - ctoi cos 0o t (,4L- cr." cos eo)).

The AL is obtained as

                        A, = i:i'.li [gr,-i, (is)

where <g,Å}> == (6,"" (S,) + a,Å} (n - eo))/2.

   We define forward-backward asymfnetry represented by a, as

                   cr"' (O) oc (1 ir A,)(l li a, cos e). (16)

The a, is a parity vioiating angular distributin of capture 7-rays with respect to

the spin of incident neutrens. The a, is approximateiy equiyalent to ctLi if avAL << 1

and ec: eo hoid. lrhe ctin is approximately equal to Ag since the Ai2 is negligibly

sraall compared wiÅíh Ag (Appendix A). Consequently, the a, is approximately equal

to Ag. The a, changes its sign at the resoRance energy, since the ag has a dispersive

E, dependence in the vicinity of the p-wave resonance (see Eq. 47) as shown in

rp12 rp12

Fig. 1.

ff
r

es9

o

p

The E, dependence of ag in the vicinity of the p-wave

shown. The E, and rp are the resonance energy and
width of the resonance, respectively.

En

En

 resonanee is

the resonance
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Fig. 1, where E. is the energy of incident neutrons. The a,, thus, must be calculated

in left- or right-hand sjde of the p-wave resonance. We use a.,,<, a,,> and a7,<> to

represent the a, calculated in the energy region of E, - f" , s{ E, :E{ Ep, Ep E{l E, fsg E,

+ f7p and Ep - jr s; E. sg Ep + ,rp, respectively. Tlrhe Ep and i" p are resonance eRergy
and the resonance width of the p-wave resonance, respectively. We write the
difference between a7,< and av,> as

                               av,< - a>,,>                         <a,> == 2• (17)

3 Neutron Beam

   The experiment has been carried out at Booster SyRchrotron utilization Facility

at KEK, The Aeutron beam was obtained frem the spallation neutron source at
KfiK. A dynamically polarized proton filter was used to obtain the ne"tron
polarization. The obtained neutron polarjzatjon was tv7eO/e for leY neutrons.
In this sectlon, we describe the spaliation neutron source and the lteutron polarizer.

3.1 Spallation NeutreR Seuree

    A pulsed 500MeV proton beam from the booster syfichrotron at KEK
bombarded a uranium target block for preducing lteutroRs by spallatioR reactions
[49]. The repe{ition rate of the primary proton beam is 20Hz. The intensity of
the proton beam is (5 tv 15) Å~ 10ii protolts per pulse. Neutrons are moderated in

             Be refiector                                                    Refugerator

 Solid methane
moderator (20 K}

Dbs6

2.g•Fi

"e<9
soito"s

           H20 moderator
            (room temp.}

The neutron source cemplex at KEK is schematically of
7.8ctniYx5.7etnHx3.0em'i' is sandwiched with of
iO.Ocm;Y Å~ 100cinH Å~ 5.0cmT (room temperatuye) which provides thermal neutrons and

epithermal neutrons. The other is a solid methane <20K) which provides cold neutrons.

Our beam line is on the level of the former

     Cold neutrons

   Uranium target

?6'e?>

b?2Q
.7

Q((e
:,.eQiz}g45e?kt?czi

       shown. A uraninm target
 two moderators. One is a svater cell

one.
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a water cell which is placed under the uranium target (Fig. 2). The uranium target
and the moderator are shielded by a 4m thick biological shield made of iron and

concrete.

   The neutron energy was determined by {he tirne-of-fiight (TOF) method using
a ir}ulti-channel-scaler (MCS : CANBERRA-788e and equivalent CAMAC modules).
A sweep of MCS was started by a puise of Åíhe primary proton beam, and detected
events were histogramed against the time difference be{ween the starting of the
sweep and the occurrence of an event. The Åíirr}e bin width of ],fCS was set to
be O.25 nv i"s which corresponds to neutron energy resolgtion of e.OOI tv O.O04eV for

leY neutrons wkh 6.6m fiight path. The neutron energy deterrnined by the TOF
method contains an error which arises from the distribution of the time when
moderated neutrens of an energy leave the moderator. The time width of the
distribution for leY neutrons is t1.3#s in FWHM [50] which corresponds to
O.Oe5eV energy spread when 6.6m fiight path is taken.

   The size of neuÅíron beam was defined by a collimator placed upstream a
neutron polarizer. A typical neutron ilttensity versus neutron energy ls slitown in
Fig. 3. The neutron intensity was measgred using a iOB loaded liquid scintillator

(NE31IA) placed at 9.4m from the neutron source. The Rumber of neutrons incident

to the poiarizer was monkored by counting captare 7-rays from aR annular indium
foil placed at 4.5m from the neutron source [51].

ik'   cu

io4

lo3

lo2

lol

                468i 2 4681o 2 46
                                  En [eV]
  Fig. 3. Neutron intensity at PgN beam line upstream the polarized proton filter versus incident

        neutron energy. The intensity of the primary proton beam was 7 Å~ 10ii [proionfpulse]

        Å~ 2e [pulsefsec].

3.2 Neutron Polarizer
   lncident neutrons were transversely polarized upoR transmission through a
proton filter which was dynamicaliy polarized in tlte vertical direction, due to a

spin dependence of proton-neutron cross section [52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. The
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dynamicaliy polarized proton filter was installed at 5.2m from the neutron
source. The layout of the polarized proton filter is shown in Fig. 4. Supercon-
ducting co"s and a 3He cryostat were installed in Åíhe same liguid-helinm
container. The magnetic fiux densisy at the center of the filter was 2.5T with
homogefieity of O.5 Å~ 10-4 iR a volume of 3cm diarnetey and 4cm height The
coils were designed to be asymmetric with respect to tke field direction. The 3He

cryostat was a continuous-fiow type and was installed at tke center of the liquid
helium contajner. The 3He gas was pumped out by a Roots pump system (Alcatel

RSV2000+RSV3SO-F2060H). The temperature of liquid 3He was less than
O.5K. The polarized proton filter was placed in a copper box as showR in
Fig. 5. The fiiter consisted of 5 iayers of piates (3.3 Å~ 2.4 Å~ O.2cm3) with spacing

of O.2cm. This box was cooied by ljquid 3He from outside through heat exchanging

copper fins which were attached from iRside and outside of the box. The box was
filled with "He superfiuid liquid whick worked as a heat exchanger betweeR the
box and the fiiter layers. The tteutron beam passed throttgh these plates iR their
normal djrection. Neutron absorption by the 3He gas in {he neutron flight path
was negligible since the 3He gas pressure was less than e.16Torr and the lefigth of

the fiight path was 4cm
   Microwave of 70Gifz was sltpplied {o Åíhe filter through the wave guide. The

microwave was obtajned by using a kiystron (OKI-KA704A). The microwave
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Flg. 4. The arrangement of the dynainically polarized proton ftlter as a neutron-spin polarlzer.
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Fig. 5. The configuration of the copper box cavity containing five layers of ethylene glycol

(Cr"). The box is helium tight and filled with liquld "Ne fef heat conductor between the

ethylene glycol layer and the box. The walls of the box were grooved and formed
into fins. The depths of the grooves are from O.5 to lcm, The thickness of the fins

is arouBd O.03cm and the gap between the fiRs is O.03cm. The bottom of the box is

immersed in a liquid 3He bath.

power was about 35m;'Vi at the filter.
   The filter material was cooked in chemical reaction. The 50cm3 ethylene-glycol

was kept at the temperature of 700C. Powder of potassium dichromate (K2Cr207)
of 22g was added to it, and the mixture was stirred for l2min at 700C. Complexes
of CrV were produced in the reactioR. The CrV was used as free radicals for the

dynamic polarization. The optimum density of CrY was approximately one per
200 hydrogens which corresponds to the electron density of 3Å~ 1020cmnd3. The
proton polarization of about 8e O/o was obtained at O.5K. The proton polarization

was monitored every minute with alt NMR-coil embedded in the fiker materiai. The
fluctuation of the polarization was within a few percent for a few weeks.

   The neutron transmittance of the polarized protoR fiker was measured for
ttnpolarized filter and polarized filter using the liquid scintillator to measure neutron

polarization. Here we describe a method to measure neutron polarization. The
numbers of spin-up and spin-dowR neutroRs after transmission through a polarized
proton filter are giveB as
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            N,3 -- lllL{' exp(- ZfpL ((i + p,) a,t.t + (i - p,) aB,i t),

            Nn` = :IY{i' exp(ww Zf'/((1 -p.) ifs,; -+" (l + p,) ff,?.$)t), (18)

respectively, where N,{ is the number of incident neutrons, n, is the number density
of protons, t is the thickness of the filter, p, is the proton polarization and ff,T,t (ff,?,i)

is the totai cross section for paraliel (anti-parallel) spins. The neutron polayization

p, ls given as

                 pn=illi'? Iil illllt "" tanh(ig'tppAap,t), (ig)

where Aff,, = ff,f,1 - e,T,S. The number of ReutroRs traRsmitted through poiarized
filter is

where ff

filter is

The
fiIter

    N,r =: N,; + N," : N,{ exp(- n,ff2, t)cosh({ll't p,ts ff,,t), (20)

,O, : (a,T,t + a,T2)12. The number of neutrons transmitted through unpolarized

neutron
(TnU) iS

From

transmlttance

Eq. 19 aRd Eq.

.X

 TnP

 T,U

22, we

.U -- N,{ eXP(lt i2pffBnt)•

 polarized filter (T,P)

N,P,

N,U,

ob{ain

cosh (
p

fn

relative to

p ts ap. t)

that

        (21)

of unpolarized

(22)

                        p.= 1-(/;';)2 (23)

The validity of this formula had been coRfirmed within the accuracy of 3 e/o reiative

to the neutron polarization foy E, > O.2eY [57, 52] whick covers the region of our
interest. A typical neutron polarizatioB versus neutron energy is shown in Fig. 6.

   The neutron spins were rotated from transverse to longitudinal dlrection
following an adiabatic passage which was the superposed field of fringing field of

superconducting coils aRd loltgitudinal field of the 150G solenoid piaced downstream

the poiarizer. The helicity of incident neutroRs was reversed every 2.5 or 4sec by

changing the magnetic field direction of the solenoid. The depolarization in the
adiabatic passage is calculated to be within 1 e/o relative to the original polarizatioR

for neutrons whose energies are iess than 100eV. The calcuiatioR has been carried

out by a numerical simulation usjng the measured vaiue of magnesic field aloRg
the neutron fiight path.
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4 Experimental Procedures

    In this section, the experimental procedures are described. Three kinds of
measurement have been carried out in the experiment. One is the measurement
of helicity dependence of cap{ure 7-ray intensities, that is, longitudinai asymmetry

AL (see Eq. 11) in several p-wave resonances for several target naclei. It has beelt

carried out using a BaF2 "/-ray couRter which covers a large solid angle. ARgular

dependences of aL,,(e) (Eq. 13) ltave been also s{udied in the same measurement.
Another one is the measuremeR{ of angular distributions of capture 7-rays induced
by incident unpolarized neutrons of p-wave resonances for i39La and 8iBr target

nuclei. This measuremeRt is necessary to determine all parameters in Eq. 13. The
o{her one is the measurement of longitudinal asymmetry of the p-wave resonance
for i39Lct target nucleus witk better 7-ray energy resolution usiBg a 7-ray counter

with bisntuth germamate (Bi.Ge30i2: BGO) crystals. A few 7--ray transitions have
been selected with higher fi1-ray energy threshold. The forward-backward asymmetry

(Eq. 17) has been also studied in the same measgrement.

41 M[easurement ef Longitudinal Asymmetry
   The longitudinal asymmetries have been measured for 8iBr, 93Nb, i08pd, iii cd,
i24Sn and i39La target nuclei using a BaF2 scintillation counter which covers a

large solid angie. The setup of the experirnent is shown in Fig. 7 and the
configuration of the "/-ray counter is shown in Fig. 8 [51].

   At 6.6m from the neutron source, a target disk of 2.5cm ln diameter was placed

in a 50G solenoid which held the neutron spin direction. Used target materials
are iisted in Tabie 3. Ali the elements in the targets had natural abundances. The

size of longitudlnally polarized neutron beam was defined to 1.8cm in diameter by

B4C collimators placed in the 50G soienoid. A cyiinder made of sintered B4C was
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Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.
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 The experimental setup of PEN beam line is schematicarly shown the
 measurement of AL and aL.,(e) (see Fig. 8 for details of the 7-ray
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 The BaF2 7-ray counter for the measurement of the AL and the a.,,(e). (a) Target, (b) BaF2
 crystals, (c) UV sensitive photomultipliers, (d) 50G solenoid, (e) B,C (neutron absorber), (f),

 sintered B4C (neutron absorber), (g) B4C (neutron absorber), (h) boric acid resin (neutron
 absorber), (i) iron (magnetic shield), U) pt metal (magnetic shield), (k) lead (7-ray absorber). A

 cross section of counter configuration seen from down stream on the beam line is shown in

 the right hand side. The BaF2 crystals are arranged to detect 7-rays at e=550, 90" and

 1250. The BaF2 crystals cover 85 O/e of 4z steradians in total.
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    ScÅ}ntillator
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         1,
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         l
         i
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         l
         i
         l
         l
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  with a 7-ray counter for

  counter).

Table 3. List of target materials.

are shown.

The areal densities of relevant lsotopes

nucleus material thickness
[cm]

arealdensity
[Å~1022nucleilcm2]

target

temperature
Br CBr4

CBr4
3.0

5.0

2.9

5.2
roomtemp.
roomtemp.

Nb metal 2.5 13.9 roomtemp.
Pd metal O.7 1.8 roomtemp.
Cd metal 1.15 O.68 roomtemp.
Sn metal 3.0 O.17 roomtemp.
La metal

metal
1.0

O.3

2.7

O.8
35K
9K
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inserted inside the soleRoid to absorb scattered netttrons from the target so that the

scatÅíered neutron does not produce capture 7-rays outside the targeÅí.

    The BaF2 crystals were used as fi/-ray detectors. The Ba.F2 crystal has various
attractive properties [58]. Its radiation iength is short (Xo == 2.1cm) and its density

is high (p == 4.88g/cm3). The light output of BaF2 amounts to tv 1/5 of that of

Nal(Tl). The BaF2 crystal has two light emission peaks at 220 and 310nm in
wave leRgth. The decay constants for the two components are O.6 and
620ns. Hamamatsu R329QTE photomultipliers with CsTe photocathode were used
to detect only the fast component (220nm) of the scintillation light with good timing

characteristics. A quartz plate was used as a window for the R329QTE so as to
transmk the fast component oÅí the light in the ultra violet region. The energy
resolution was about 20 e/o forIMeV7-rays. The energy threshold level for 7-ray
detection was set to rw IMeY
    Three 7-ray counters were arranged to detect 7-rays at e =55.5, 900 and 124.50,
where e is the averaged value of e weighted by the absorption pyobability of 7-rays

in the BaF2 crystals. Angular acceptances were lt 130, lt 90 and Å} 130 in standard

devia{ions. The angle ofe=: 300 •v 15eO (85 O/o of whole solid angle) was covered.

    The thickness of the crystal was more than 6cm. The scintillators aitd
photomuitipliers were put in magnetic shieids made of #-metal. They were coyered

by 5em thick lead which reduced background 7-rays. Boric acid resin and B4C
which absorbed background fieutrons covered the surface of the lead. The counter

box was made of iron which is another magnetic shield. The 2cm thick B4C walls
covered the surface of the counter box to absorb neutrons coming from the neutron

source and other beam lines.

    The thermal motion of target nuclei causes a Doppler broadening of widths
of Reutron capture resonances and affects the neutron eRergy resolution. lrhe widÅíh

of I])oppler broadening of the p-wave resonance for i39La(E,= O.734eV) is
estimated to be O.e23eY at room temperature by an ideal gas ixtodel, while the
resonance width is O.e45eY. We cooled the lanthanum target down to 29 tv 4eK
using a helium refrigerator, and to 9K using a liquid helium cryostat, to reduce

the Doppier broadening of the resonance. The Doppler broadening is estimated
for the cold targets to be O.O08eY at 35K and O.O04eY at 9K, by assuming ideal
gas model. Other target materials were put at room temperature since the Doppler
broadening is negligible compared with the width of their resonances.

4.2 Measurement ef {he Angular Distribntien
   :lrhe angular distributioR of capture 7-rays induced by unpolarized neutrons
have been measured for 8iBr and i39La target nuclei with a BGO scintillation
counter. The configuration of the fi1-ray counter is shewn in Fig. 9,

   The lanthaRum target was a rnetal column of 2.5cm in diameter and 3.0cm in
height. Carbon tetrabromide of the same size was used as the bromine target. All
the elements in the targets had natural abundance. The targets were used at room

temperature. The size of incident neutron beam was 1.8cm in diameter.
   A BGO crystal of 5cmip Å~ 5cm was used to detect 7-rays from the target with
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Fig. 9. The schematic view of experimental arrangement of the measurement of angular distribution of

      capture 7-rays induced by incident unpolarized neutrons, (a)
      (c) photomultiplier, (d) 'OB loaded liquid scintillator, (e, f)B,C (neutron absorber)

      iron (magnetic shieid).

high detection eMciency. Its radiation length is very short
density is very high (p=7.lg/cm3). The detection eMciency
than the timing characteristics since the solid angle covered

and the 7-ray counting rate is low. The BGO crystal has
at 480nm in wave length. The scintillation light was detected
Rl161 photomultiplier. The energy threshold level was set
7-ray detection. The scintillator and photomultiplier were put

made of iron. They were covered by 5cm lead which reduces
Background neutrons were absorbed by the B4C which covered
lead. The thickness of B4C was more than 2em.
    The angular distribution of capture 7-ray intensity was

500, 700, 900, 1100, 1300 and 1450. Angular acceptance of
Å} 40 in standard deviation. The angular distribution has been
an s-wave resonance of i07Ag target using a 50ptm thick
angular distributjon of the s-wave resonance must be uniform since the total angular

momentum of the resonance is zero. We checked the detection
obtained angular distribution of 7-rays which came from the

4.3 Measurement of Ev Dependence of Longitudinal Asymmetry
   The longitudinal asymmetry of the p-wave resonance for
has been measured with better 7-ray energy resolution and better detection

using BGO crystals.

   The experimental setup is schematically shown in Fig.
polarized neutron beam defined to a circle of 2.0cm in diameter

a solenoid (50G) bombarded the target disk which was placed
neutron source. The target was put at room temperature.
   Twelve BGO crystals were used as 7-ray detectors. Scintillation
detected by Hamamatsu Rl161 photomultipliers. The crystals and photomultipliers
were covered by magnetic shields made of pt-metal and put in two

         c

        e
  d

 Target, (b) BGO crystal,

         , (g) lead, (h)

 (Xo= 1.lcm) and its

  ls more lmportant
by the crystal is small

a light emission peak

   by a Hamamatsu
 to rvIMeV for the
  in magnetic shields

  background 7-rays.
   the surface of the

 measured at e=3sO,
the BGO crystal was
   measured also for
silver foil. The 7-ray

    system using the

 s-wave resonance.

  i39La target nuclei

          eMciency

  10. Longitudinally
    by collimators in

  at 6.75m from the

         lights were

    iron boxes which
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Fig. 10. The BGO 7-ray counter for the measurement of the A. with different energy threshold levels

      for 7-ray detection. (a) Target, (b) BGO crystals, (c) photomultipliers, (d) 50G solenoid,

      (e) B,C (neutron absorber), (f) sintered B.C (neutron absorber), (g) B4C (neutron absorber),

      (h) iron (magnetic shield), (i) " metal (magnetic shield), ti) lead (7-ray absorber). A cross

      section of counter configuration seen from downstream on the beam line is shown in the right

      hand side.

were also magnetic shields. Two iron boxes were covered with 5cm lead walls to
reduce background 7-rays. The 2cm thick B4C walls covered outside the lead walls
to absorb background neutrons. Twd sets of BGO detectors were put symmetrically

about e = 900 so as to obtain the AL following Eq. 15. Two detector sets covered
the angle of e= 200 e-- 700 and e = 1100 tv 1600. The "sensitivity" for the term of
cos2e- 1/3 was evaluated as

                    fn. e- e (n)IA (cos2 e - g) dg

                                         . (24)                        fn. e- g (n)/A dg

The S2. is the solid angle covered by scintillators. The f(S2) is the length of BGO

crystal for the direction of S2. The Z is the mean free path of 7-rays in BGO
crystal. The sensitivity depends on 7-ray energy since the A depends on 7-ray
energy. The value of (24) was calculated to be less than O.04 by averaging in the

region of 7-ray energy of 1 tv 5MeV
   A typical pulse height spectrum for 7-rays from '2C'(4.43MeV) of an Am!Be
radioactive source obtained using this counter is shown in Fig. 11. The energy
resolution for 4.43-MeV 7-rays was 13 O/o.

   The pulse height spectrum for 7-rays from La(n, 7) (E, = O.46 tv 1.4eV) obtained

using the same counter is shown in Fig. 12. Bumps are observed around 4.3 and
5MeV. The labels in the figure indicate the energy where single 7-ray transitions

are expected. The expected single 7-ray transitions are listed in Table4
[59, 60]. The energy threshold levels for 7-ray detection E7,th,,, were set to
E,,,h,., = 1.1 Å} O.1, 3.2 Å} O.2, 4.2 Å} O.2 and 4.8 Å} O.3 [MeV] 4. The error of E,,,,,.,

is the deviation of photomultiplier gain adjustment among twelve photomultipliers.

4The Q-value of i39La+n-'40La is 52MeV.
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A typical pulse height spectrum for Typical puise height spectrum for
7-rays from i2C* (4.43MeU) of AmlBe 7-rays from La(n, 7) (E. :O.46Nl.4eV)
radioactive source obtained with the obtained with the BGO counter. The
the BGO counter. The horizontal horizontal axis is scaled by the pulse
axis is scaled by the pulse height of height of fully absorbed 7-rays. The
fu11y absorbed 7-rays. The energy labels show the spin!parity of the final
resolution was l30/e in FWHM for states of expected single 7-ray transi-

4.43MeY 7-rays. tions.
                Table4. The list of spins and
                      parities of final states of
                      relatively ifitense 7-ray
                      transitions of i39La(n,
                      7) i"eLa reported in [59,
                      60]. The spin and par-
                      ity of the ground state
                      of i40La is Jrr = 3fi'.

6

E. spinlparity

[MeV] offinalstate

5.101Å}O.O05 4-
4.845Å}O.O05 5-
4.416thO.O05 4,5-
4.390Å}O.O05 4,5-

5 Data Analysis and Results

    In this section, we describe the method of the data analysis and the experimental

results. In the first subsection, we discuss the data analysis and the experimental

results of the measurement of iongitudinal asymmetries (A. in Eq. 11) iR several
p-wave resonances for several target nuclei using the BaF2 counter which covers a

large solid angle. Angular dependence of helicity dependent asymmetry (aL,,(e) in

Eq. 13) is also discussed in the same subsection. In the second subsection, we
discuss the data analysis and the experimental results of the measurement of angular

distributions of A!-rays induced by incident unpoiarized neutrons in p-wave resofiances

for i39La and 8iBr target nuclei. The determination of all parameters in Eq. 13

is described in the same subsection. In the last subsection, we discuss the
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dependence of longitudinal asymmetry for i39La on energy threshold levei for "7-ray

detection with better 7-ray energy resolution using the BGO counter. The analysis

of forward-backward asymmetry (Eq. I7) is also discussed iR the same subsection.

5.1 LoRgitndinal Asymmetry
    The capture 7-ray yields versus inverse velocity of incident iteutrons are showR

in Fig. 13 for lanthanum, carbon tetrabromide, cadmium, tin, niobium and palladium

targets. Background 7-rays are subtracted in the figure. The colltinuum componekts

obey the 1/v. rule except the case of cadmium target, where v. is the velocky of
incident neutrons. In Åíhe case of cadmium target, the continuum component has
a nonlinear 1/v, dependence because a large s-wave resonance of ii3Cd exists at

E, == O.178eV close to the plotted region. We extracted the resonance components

by subtracting the continuum components. The continuum components were
evaluated by least square fitting with a linear function of 1/v. except the case of

cadmium target. We used the 3rd order polynomial of 1/v. for the case of cadmium

target since it is the lowest order polynomial to reproduce the shape of the

contmuum component.
    The helicity dependent asymmetries of capture 7-ray yields versus incident
neutron energy are shown in Fig. 14. They deviate from zero systematically at
p-wave resonances for i39La(E. :O.734eY), 8iBr(E,, == O.88eY) and 'iiCd(E, =
4.53eV), while no significant deviation has been fouRd at p-wave resonances for
93Nb(E. = 35.9eY), 93Nb(E, =42.3eV), i08Pd(E, == 2.96eY) and i2`Sn(E. = 62.0eV).

    We describe the details of data analysis below. The helicity of incident neutrons

was flipped by reversing the magnetic field direction of the 150G solenoid and the
50G solenoid as discussed in section 3.2. Difference of photomultiplieer gain between

two magnetic field directions causes a false helicity dependence of fi/-ray yields. We

have carried out two measurements for eacli target to remove Åíhe false helicity
dependence. The resonance components of capture fi/-ray yields for incident
positive- and negative-helicity neutrons can be written as

                        n," -nt C9ny(1 + p.A),
                                                                (25)
                        n,- -nt CS2n'(1 - p.A).

The C is a constant comrnon to n,Å}. The S2 is the geometrical acceptance of the

counter. The p. is the poiarization of incident neutrons. The A is the heiicity

dependent asymmetry of the resonance components of capture 7-ray counting
rates. The A is differeAt from the longitudinal asymfRetry AL due to the multiple
scattering effect discussed in the latter part of this section. The ny and ny' are the

counter eMciencies with two different magnetic fieid directions of the solenoids.

   [rhe tl and ny' were cancelled by Åíhe foilowing procedure. The protoR
polarization caR be reversed by changing the microwave frequency in the same
magnetic field (Appendix B). When the proton poiarization is reversed, the relation

between neBtron helicity and magnetic field is reversed, and the resonance
components of capture 7-ray yields can be written as
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                       n-,' = CS?i7'(1 + p;,A),
                                                               (26)
                       n-,,ww -- CS2}7(1 - p-,A),

where p- . is the incident neutron polarizatioR in the rr}easurement. If we define X as,

                          2 lli fiv' m }7v- iumtv-
                                                               (27)                    X=                        Pn+P-n n," n-,,' +n,- n-,7 '

the ny and ny' are cancelled in the X. The A can be written usiRg X as

                      A.,, X . (28)
                          l+ 1+X2Pnl-'n

The helicisy dependence ,4 evaluated by Eq. 28 does not contain the false ltelicity
dependence due to the difference between i? and ny' 5.

   The A obtained by Eq. 28 colttains a multiple scatteriRg effect which comes
frorr} the finite thickRess of the target. Some of incident neutrons change their

heiicity states by an eiastic scatteriAg, since the neutroR momentum is changed in
the elastic scattering, while neetron spin direction is not changed 6. If the scattered

neutron is captured by anether nucleus, the helicity dependence of the "y-ray counting

rate becomes small. This effect has been evaluated by a numerical simuiation. We
define N (p., AL) as the yield of capsure 7-rays of a resonance component for jncident

neutrons whose loltgitudinal polarization is p,. II'he N(p,, AL) can be writen as

the sum of yields of fis-rays induced by lteutrons which are captured after being
scattered eiastically for i-times (Ni(p., AL))•

                                co                     N(Pn, AL)=2 Ni(Pn, Ai.) (29)
                               i=o

The Ni(p,,AD's were calculated by a numerical simuiation (Appendix D). We
define the "calculased" logisudinal asymmetry as

                 AN(A,) ,..1 N(Pn, '`IL)-N(m Pn, '4L) . (3o)
                        Pn N (Pn, AD -l- N(- Pn, AL)

The vaiue of AL was determiRed so that the "calcuiated" longitudinal asymme{ry
A(AL) repyoduces the measured helicity dependent asymmetry A.

   The E. dependence of A for '39La target is shovvR ifi Fig. 15 together with
that of A'" (AL) where the AL is assumed to be independent of E.. The target was
a 1.ecm-thick lanthanum metal disk of 2.5em in diameter whick was coeled dowfi
to 35K. The E, depeRdence of A is well reproduced by the numerical simulation
described above. The E, dependence of A for the O.3cm-thick laRthanum target
which was cooled dowfi to 9K is also showR in Flg. 16. The E. dependence of
A is mainly due to the effect of multipie scatteriRg iRside the target, and no

5Experimental}y, the difference between n and il' has been measured to be small (< 10-'3).

fiThe neutron spin can be fiipped by the contribgtion of incoherent scattering. It becomes

in the analysis of forward-backward asymmetry.
lmportant
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 lrhe A (black circles) defined in Eq. 28

 is plotted with the result of numerical

 simulation (solid line) where the AL is
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 cooled down to 35 K,
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Fig. i6. The A (Eq. 28) for O.3cm thick metal

      lanthanum target cooled down to 9 K.

significan{ E. dependence of AL has been observed.
   The obtained results of A. are Iisted in Table 5. The error of A consists of
statistical error of 7-ray yields and the error of p,. The error of neutron polarization

(p,) is mainly dae to the uncertainty in deÅíerminatioR ef p. using Eq. 23. The
statistical error of p. is less than O.1O/e, The statistical error of 7-ray yields is

dominant except Åíhe case of a i39La target In the case of i39La, tke statisÅíical

error of helicity dependent asymmetry is less Åíhan O.1 O/o which is smaller than the

error of p.. The AL has been obtained after the correction of multiple scattering

effec{s (Eq. 30) whose uncertainty is negligible.
   The x4L has beeR studied in p-wave resoltance cross sections for i39La(E, =

Table 5. The experimental values of At. for tlie p-wave resonances for several target nuclei.

The energy threshold level for >,-ray detection was set to iv IMeY TI"he AE. is

the helicity dcpendent asymmetry ef Åëontinuum component.

target
nucleus

En
[eVl

Pn
[9(ol

A[%] AL
IYo]

Ai
[ere]

Br O.88 69rk2
69Å}2

1.8Å}e.2
1.7Å}O.1

2.1Å}O.2
2.1thO.2
2.1Å}O.1

3cmthick
5cmthick

average

Nb 359
42.3

46Å}1
45th1

O.2thO.2
-O.OÅ}O.3

o.3Å}g.s
-G.OtO.6

-O.05Å}O.05
-e.gsthe.es

Pd 2.96 61Å}2 O.1Å}O.1 O.2Å}O.2 -C.08lrO.IO

111Cd 4.53 63Å}2 -(1•2-ol3) -(1•3-ollj) -O.07Å}OD5
tS7Z 62 47Å}1 o.1Å}e.2 e.2Å}e.4 -O.13Å}e.23

iLa O.734 67Å}2 8.1thO.2 9.8Å}O.3 o.e2Å}o.o4

La 2.99 63Å}2 o.oÅ}e.1 O.OÅ}O.1 s-wave o.oeÅ}o.lo
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O.734eY), 8iBr(E, :O.88eV), i'iCd(E,x4.53eV), 93Nb(E, :35.9, 42.3eV),
'08Pd(E, =2.96el7) and i2"Sn(E, =:62.0eY). Obtained results are AL =(9.8Å}O.3) O/o,
(2.1 i O.l) O/o and - (1.3t8:Z) e/o for i39La, 8iBr and ii' Cd target nuclel, respectively,

while no sizable helicity depeRdence has been observed for 93Nb, i08Pd and i24Sn

target nuclei. These are cofisistent with the results obtained at Dubna except the
case of i39La target nttcleL

    The AC. Iisted in Table 5 is the helicity dependent asymmetries of contiRuum
componeRÅí of capture v-rays which has been evaluated by replacing {he n7th and
n- ,Å} in Eq. 25 and Eq. 26 witk 7-ray yields of the continuum componeRt obtained

by the least square fitting described iR the begiRRing of this subsection. The multiple

scattering effects in ACL are also corrected by Rumerical simulations. For all the

targets, the ACL's are zero within experimentai errors.

    The vaiue of AL=: e.O ir O.l e/o has been obtained for the s-wave resenaRce for
'38La(E. ur 2.99eV)•

    The angular dependence of a.,,(e) has been aRalyzed iR the same way as
described above. The helicity dependent asymmetries of capture 7-ray yields

'11L :
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e.sso
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Fig. i7. The helicity dependent asymmetries of

capture >,-rays versus incident neutron

energy are plotted in the vicinity of

the p-wave resonance of i39La at
e=55", 900 and 12SO (lcm-thick,
35K). The continuutn components
are not subtyaÅëted.
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                             (a}

    IO tw dy O                dy

H8 pm., -1cP6 Åë> -2
    2 139La {E.mo.734 ev) -4
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                O {deg]

                            {b]
    4
                  81                   Br (E.=O,88 eV)

    3

/i 2 - @ dy Fig' i8' ,
Bn'

    1

    o
    30 60 90 l20 15e
                e {degi

measured at e =550, 900 and 125e versus incident
Fig. 17 for lanthanum target. The aL,,(0) in
and 'iiCd target nuclei is plotted in Fig. 18. Ilt

found to be independent of e within experimental

5.2 Angular Distributien

   The angular distribution of capture 7-rays
neutrons has been measured.
contains false angular distribution due to the finite

attelluatien of the 7-ray inside the target, (2) the

reaction point due to the neutron attenuation in
neutrons scaÅítered by aRother target nucleus. The
been evaluated by Rumerical simulations. The
and cto2 due to the 7-ray eRergy dependence of the
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                  (c}
       lli        Cd {E.=4.53 eV}

'
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The vajues of a,,,(O') (Bq. 13) versus

  of the p-wave resonances for (a)
'39La(E. == O.734c7U), (b) 8iBr(E. :

O.88eY) and (c) 'iiCd(E. ==453eV).
The energy threshold ievel for ,7-ray

detection was set to -" iMeV.

150

                  neutron energy are shown iit
             p-wave resonances for i39La, 8iBr
                 all cases, the aL,,,(e) has been

                 errors.

                induced by incident unpolarized
The angular distribution observed in the measurement

                  thickness of the target; (l) the

               inhomogeneous distribution of the
                 the target, and (3) capture of
                  false angular distribuÅíiofi has
              uRcertainty in determinatioB of ctol

                  mean free path was added to
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experimental errors. The error due to the uncertainty is comparabie with statisticai

errors of 7-ray yields. The results are plotted in Fig. I9 with the best fit
curves. The obtained vaiues of ctoi and cto2 are iisted in Table 6.
    The angular distrjbt}tjon of the s-wave resonance of ie7Ag sarget (E. == 16.30eV)

has been observed to be uniform.
    Combining these results with the results of aL,,(e) discussed in the previous

subsection, all the parameters in Eq. 10 have been determined in the p-wave

                            (a} (c)   1.5                                      1.5
                 i39La (E. :o.734 ev) i07Ag {E.=16,30 eV)

          g r1.o =r 1.o'a                                  'a

ts O,5 ts O.5

   e.o o.o     30 60 90 l20 150 30 6e 90 l20 150
                eEdegl e{deg]
                            ib)
    l.5
                   81                    Br {E.=O.88 eV}

          E

 rl.o -5.
pt

l3i

                                  Fig. i9. The angular distribution of capture
ts

lj >,-rays induced by incident unpolarized
es O.5- neutrons ef the p-wave resonances for

                                       - (a) '3"La(E. = O.734eY), (b) 8'Br(E. =
                                        O.88eV) and (c) 'O'Ag(E, ur l6.30eY).
                                        The energy threshold level for 7-ray

    O.O detectiofi was set to NiMeY     30 60 90 120 l50
                B ldegl

                  Table6. The experimental values oS aei and
                        cto2• The energy threshold level for
                        7-ray detection was set to tv IMeY.

target
nucleus

En
(eV]

ael
loro]

or02
i9o]

La
81Br
107Ag

O.734
O.88
i6.30

-1.3Å}3.1
-l.7i2.7
-O.7Å}2.0

2.1Å}2.3
3.0t4.i

-o.gth2.e
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     Table 7. The experimental values of the parameters given in Eq. 10. The energy
           thresho}d level for >,-ray detectlon was set to •v IMeU

resonances for i39La and 8iBr target nuclei. The results are listed iR Table 7. All

of the angular dependent terms are consistent with zero within experimental errors,

while the .xlL is very large.

5.3 The Ev Dependence ef LongituGinal Asymmetry
   The longitudinal asymmetry A. has been measured with differeRt energy
threshold levels for 7-ray detection with a better energy resolution using the BGO

counter described in sectioR 4.3. The counter was designed to detect the 7-rays at

O:ee,z-eo so that the AL can be evaluated following the Eq. 15. Multiple
scattering effects are evaiuated in the same way as discussed in section 5.1.

   The obtained results are listed in Table 8 and plotted in Fig. 20. The E,,th,,,

            Table 8. The experimeRtal values of AL of the p-wave resonance
                  for i39La target nuclei (E. =: O.734eV) obtained with
                  different energy threskold leveis for v-ray detection
                  (Ev,thres)• The A"L js the helicity dependent asymrnetry

                  of continuum component.

target
nucletts

En
IeV]

aol
[%]

Clf02

[%]
Ab
[Yol

atLl
[%]

ab2
[%]

La O.734 -1.3Å}3.0 2.1Å}2.4 le.1thO.7 O.1Å}1.2 2.9Å}3.8

Br O:88 -1.7Å}3.0 2.8Å}4.2 2.2Å}O.7 -e.5Å}1.2 O.1Å}3.8

El,thres Pn A ,tlL AC,
IA4'eVl [%l [ero] [9oi [9fol

1.lÅ}O.1 63Å}2 7.2Å}O.2 9.4Å}O.3 -e.o2Å}o.o3
3.2diO.2 65Å}2 7.1Å}O.2 9.3Å}O.2 O.04Å}O.04
4.2Å}O.2 65Å}2 7.7Å}O.5 9.9Å}O.7 -O.04Å}O.07
4.8Å}O.3 67Å}2 7.3Å}1,4 9.5Å}1.9 O.22Å}O.18

g•,

o

2l 139  La (E.rcO.734 eV)

   ee Rtw -PliH

l 234Ey.thres [MeV]

5

Fig. 20. The Ai. yersus Ev,,h,.. in the p-wave

resonance for i39La(E. == O.734eY).
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represents the energy threshold ievel for y-ray detection. The error of neutron
poiarization (p,) is mainly due to the uncertainty in determination of p. using Eq.

23. The statistical error of p, is negligible (less than O.1 O/o). The statistical errors

of A are negligible compared with errors of p. for E,,,h,,,=:1.1 and 3.2MeU In
the case of Ev,th,., = 4.2MeV, the error of p, is almost equal to the statistical errors

of A• Ifi the case of E,,,h,,, rm- 4.8MeY, the error of p, is smaller than the statistical

errors of A. The asymmetries of the continuum component of capture y-rays with
respect to the helicity of incident Reutrons (ACL) are also listed in the table. No

significant helicity dependeRce which exceeds experimental errors has been found
in the continuum components. The longitudinal asymmetry of the s-wave resonance
for i38La(E,= 2.99eV) have been found to be less than O.3O/o.

   The forward-backward asymrnetry (a,) given by Eq. 17 has been aiso measured
in the same measurement. The 7-rays were detected at two angles (e and
n- e). Following notations in section 5.1, the 7-ray yields can be writteR as

                   n," (e) = CS2FnyF(l + p,A)(1 + p,a cos e),

                   n,ff (e) " C9Fn'F(1 - p,A)(1 - p,a cos e),
                                                               (31)
                n7' (z - e) =: CS2BnyB(1 -i- p,A)(i - p.a cos e),

                n7ww (n wu e) = C9Bny'B(1 - p,A)(1 + p.a cos O),

where a is forward-backward asymmetry of yray yields. :I'he 9F and 9B are the
geometrical acceptaRces of the counters at e and n - e, respectively. The a ln Eq.

31 has been evaiuated after cancelling n's iR a similar way to the method discussed

in section 5.1.

   :lrhe a in Eq. 31 contains a multiple scattering effect. The neutron poiarizatioR

becomes (1 - 4R!3) times of original polarization due to the incoherent scattering
on every elastic scatteriRg [61], where R an ffi.c.h/(ffincoh + acoh)• The acoh and ffincoh

are coherent- and iRcoherent- scatterjng cross sectjons, respectjveiy. Therefore, the

polarization of incident neutrons becomes p;, effectively, where p;, is given as

                       , >l]N,(i-gR)t

                                         , (32)                      Pn = P,,
                                2N,
                                 i
where N,=:(Ni" -i- N,-)!2. The Ni'ww is given in sectiofi 5.1 (Eq. 29). The a, was

evaluated from the following relation.

                            p,a ex pAa, (33)
   The obtained resuits of ax<, a,,>, a,,<> and <a,> (see section 2) are listed in
Table 9 for the cases of E,,,h,., -- 1.l th O.lMeV and 4.8 th O.3MeU Statistical errors

of 7-ray yields are dominant in the experimental errors, and otker errors are
negjigible. In both cases, the forwai'd-backward asymmetfy of the continuum
component has been found to be less than O.3 O/o. The <a,> of the s-wave resonance
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Tab}e 9. The experimental values of the forward-backward asymme-

      try of the p-wave resonance for i39La target (E,xO.734eV)

      obtained with low and high energy threshold levels for

      7-rays

233

Ecr,thres

IMeVl
a7,<
[Yo]

aty,>

[%]
a7,<>

[%]

<a7>
IE>(o]

1.1Å}O.1
4.8Å}e.3

-o.lthe.4
3.3Å}1.4

-O.2Å}O.3
-6.1Å}4.0

-O.2Å}O.2
-- 1.8Å}2.7

o.1Å}e.3
4.7Å}2.2

for '38La (E, =: 2,99eV) has beelt observed to be less than 02 O/o.

6 Theoretical Interpretatien

    In this section, the mechan2sm which is responsible for a large PNC effect in
n-A interactions is discussed in the context of interference between s- and p-wave

resonance componeRts.
    We assume that all the processes in this energy region can be described by
the contributions of s- and p-wave component of incident neutrons 7, and that

only an s-wave resonance and a p-wave resonance exist iR the energy region of

our mterest.
    Total HamitoniaR of a compound nucleus consists of a PC part (Hpc) and a
PNC part (HpNc). The s- and p-wave compound states represented by ls> and
Ip>, are mixed up by a small non-orthogonal component HpNc. The mixed states
ls'> and lp'> can be written as

                               <slHprvclP>
                     ls'> :ls>-                                        lp>,
                                Ep rm Es
                                                                (34)
                               <sIHpivclP>
                    lp'> :lp>+                                        Is>,
                                Ep - Es

in the first order perturbation, where E, and Ep are resonance energies of s- and

p-wave resonances.
   The Aio(=AL, see Eq. Il) is given as [29, 48],

                           2w rgt fb's .
                                             , (35)                  Aio "" - ,E, rm E, Ii i'i' nyPS jrF

where W=i<slHpNclp>, and ,rTgr and I": are neutron widths of s- and p-wave
resonances. The ]FS-i is the partial neutron wid{h of p-wave resonance for J' = 1/2
                2
incident neutrons, where ]' is the total angular momentum of incident neutrons. The

ny.x is the sign factor of the reduced T-matrix element (see Eq. (A-5) in Appendix
 2
A). Two kinds of mechanisms are responsible for the large PNC effect. One is

 7Another approach based on the interference between p- and d-wave component is argued to explain

  the large PNC effects [30, 3i].
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"dynamical enhancernent" (Wl(E, - E,)), and the other is "structural enhancement"

( agt/TSt). The factor r,nYrS is not responsible for the large PNC effect.
                       2
   The "dynamical enhancement" arises from a statistical Rature of a compound
state. A typical time scale of a capture reaction through a compound state is
h/rr tv 10mi`s for r tv O.leY, while that of a direct process is given by the time in

which a neutron passes through a nucleus, that is, 2R/v, tv 10-i8s for E. N leV,

where R rv 10fm is a typical nuclear radius. The nucleons have much longer time
to interact with each other in the compound state than in the direct process. Smail

PNC effects in N-N interaction are accumulated during the long life time as discussed

below [29]. The s- and p-wave compound states (]s> and Ip>) can be expanded
by a number of single particle-hole states in a nuclear shell modei as

                       NN                  Is>=:2ailipi>, lp> =Åíbil<b:•>• (36)
                       tI
The magnitudes of the coethcients ai and bj are the order of 1/VII because of the

normalization conditions of Is> and lp>. If we write a scale of excitation energies

of single particle-hole states as AE and an average level spacing of compound states

as D, the number N is given as

                                AE                            Ne- . (37)                                D

If we use typical values of riEN le6eV and D tN/ leeY, we obtain N rv 105. The

magnitude of PNC matrix element W iR compound state is expressed as

]Wl =: l<s]HpNclp>l

It is natural to assume

[Wl is given as

- 1<Åíai(PilHpNc1Zbj{l)J>I = [Zai bj<4}iIHpNcl(P;>I• (38)

    i J t,J
the signs of ai and bj appear aÅí random. Therefore, the

IWI-
1 <HpNc> l

N
Å~ vi<i, (39)

and it leads to

             E, IIIIIE, r-illll] t-- i<H./',?giNc>] Å}t :i<llA'pi;c>i./]i<7J, (4o)

                                    N

where the <HpNc> is the average value of the <qS,i]HpNc[qS,;>. The factor
I<HpNc>/tsEl is a typical size of parity mixing in single particle states which is the

same order as that of N-N interactiofi (orNN). The small PNC effect in N-N
interaction is accumulated up to VIi<ii == le2 ev 103 times.

   The "structural enhancement" arises from the difference of the centrifugal
potential barriers between s- and p-wave incident neutrons. The s- and p-wave
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neutron widths (T," and rb') are

                      rgi cc k.R, JFS' oc (k.R)3, (41)
and the structural enhancemeRt factor is given as

                             e/iNl. (42)
                             rS' k.R

The neutron momentum k. is tv2Å~ le-4fmMi for leV neutrons. If we use a
typical value of RN 10fm, we obtain VI7gt/1"S' A, I03.

    From these two mechanisms, the PNC effect in a compound state becomes
105 tv 106 times larger than the PNC effect in N-N interaction.

    Here we discuss the remained factor T:Yr". The total angular momentum
                                     2.                 -- .ef compound state J is the sum of the target fiucleus spin I, the neutron spin
                                      -g (s =1/2) and the orbital angular momentum l(l=Oor 1). We sum the angular

momenta in the foHowing order.

                      oj -+ - - -+ -+                      J=:I+J', J' --s+i (43)
The vector 7' is the total angular momenturr} of the incident neutron. The absolute

value of ;' is given as

                       J- =i for s-wave,
                       J' -- S or g for p-wave.

                  - ww}In the case ofi== e, J is equal to J', and thej-- 3/2 component of p-wave does

not interfere with an s-wave component, since its total angular momentum is different

frorn that of an s-wave component. It can be generalized te the cases of ISO

and the factor TS'YTS' gives the interfering part out of all p--wave contributions.
                2We define x and y as

                          r,nmu, T,nmu,
                  x"= nypg r,,2, y"" nypg rrsg, (44)

vvhere ]r" b' == r,"-, + I'Sk. The n,j's are sign factors (see Eq. (A-5) in Appendix A).

            22The absolute value of x cannot exceed unity because of the relation of x2 + y2 =: i.

The x does not contribute to enlarge the PNC effect.

   Explicit expressions of other terms in Eq. 11 in the vicinity of the p-wave
resonance for a single 7-ray transition are discussed below (see ReÅí [48] and
Appendix A). Intrinsic parities of the compound state and the final state are
assumed to be the same. The dominant parity-favored Åíransition is an Ml
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transitioR whiie the dominant parity unfavored one is El. The A,'s defined in
section 2 are given as

       Ai nv n7 (E, lt E,) ;i ll".",,i (E.-E,);, g",-p(J,J,gjllF), (4s)

       A3 =3Vi6i.j,4j6j'P(JpJpll"2IF)ii /11 i], (46)

       Ag '-v m2ny7 (E, rmWE,)2 iiljll x/'llill,Ili, (En-E,)p(J,JsSgttF), (47)

                                 13                  W rn       Aii 'V VIiiY E,"E, ii ii,l, P(JsJpis2IF), (48)

       An '" -36n7 E, IYE, x/Illl.Ili, ],i]j, 4sj•p(JpJph" HF)il li ?, ], (4g)

in the viciniÅíy of the p-wave resofiance, where J,, J, and F are spins ef the s-wave

resoftance, p-wave resonance and fiRal state, respectlvely. The l'Mi and I" Ei are
widths of the Ml and El sransitions, The il, -- Å}1 [48] is a sign factor and we
define the 4j aRd the fuRction P as

                       e,--Il 20.r, ti:-"nd/)/: (so)

  p(JJititklF) ,. (- 1)J-}-J•+j•"i+Fg (2J+ 1)(2Jt -l- 1)Ii J, /ll]Il' J, J] (sl)

The A,'s are classified lnto two types of E. dependence. The A3, Aio, An and
Ai2 are constant functions of E. in the viciRity of the p-wave resonance while the

Ai and Ag change their sigRs at E,= E,. :lrhe values of ,tli's of the former type

can be discussed at E, =Ep while those of Åíhe latÅíer type must be discussed at
E. =: E, lr rpf2. The Aio contains no quantky which depends on 7-ray transitions.
Therefore the Aio is predicted to be independent of 7-ray transitions. On the other

hand, other Ai's eontain quantities which depend on 7-ray transitions, those are,
the sign factor q,,, the functioR P, the 9-j symbol and the factor v'[f7'IMi/I"Ei. If a

number of 7-ray transitions are detected with low eRergy threshold levels without
identificatjon of jndMdual 7-ray transitjons, the contrjbutions of Al-ray transjtions

cancel each other since they have different signs and magnitudes, and the Ai's
become very small except Aio.
   In a measurement of single "?-ray traRsition, large values of i4i's which depend oR
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>,-ray transitions calt be observed if the size of the factor rM,/TE,(=:10ww2-wle2)

is not very small.

7 DiscussioR

                                                               -    In this section, we discuss the properties of a large PNC effecÅí in a (n, 7)

reaction for i39La target Ruclei and the oyigin of large values of v4L in p-wave

resonaftces for several target nuclei. We mentioR a PNC effect in the exit chankel

         -for i39La(n,7) reaction in the iatter parÅí of this section.

    We have studied properties of the helicity dependence of capture 7-•ray intensity

iR the p-wave resonance for i39La(E. =O.734eY).

    <Ev depeRdeRce ef AL> The longitudiRal asymmetry AL has been measured
with several eltergy threshold levels for 7-ray detection. It has been found that the

yalue of AL is indepefident of 7-ray energy within experimental errors. The large

AL has no immediate connection with the PNC effect of exit channels. It implies
that the large longitudinal asymmetry is caused by entrance-channel parity-mixing

between two opposite-parity amplkudes.
    <e dependence> All the parameters which appear in radiative capture reactions

induced by iongitudinally polarized incident neutrons (see Eq. 10) have been
determined in the measurement with IMeV 7-ray energy threshold levels by
rneasuring the angular dependence of aL,,(e) (Eq. i3) and angular distribution of

capture 7-rays induced by unpolarized fieutrons. The angular depeRdentterms (ct's)

have beeR found to be zero withiR experimental errors, while the flL term has a
large value. The ct's which contain the exit-channel parity-mixing are very small

in the measurement with IMeV 7-ray energy thyeshold levels. It implies that the
contributiens of maRy -7-raytransitions cancel each other.

   The discrepancy betweeR the results obtained at DubRa and KEK (see section
1) cannot be explained by the contribution of angular dependent terms.
    <E. dependeltce of AL> It has becn found that A. is independent of E. withln
the resonance width in the case of ianthanum target, which was cooled down to
35K and 9K. At these Åíempeyatures, the Doppler broadening does Rot affect the
neutron energy resolution. It is consisteRt with Eq. 35 which is derived based on
the interference between s- and p-wave components. 8

   The large PNC effects are consistent with the theory based on the parity mixing

in an entrance channel discussed in section 6. It is important for the TRI
experiment in neutron transmission method. If the large PNC effects are due to
the exit-channel parity mixiRg, we must obserye contributions of individual 7--ray
transitions separately where large FSI effects are expected.

   Ail parameters in Eq. 10 have been deÅíermined also in the p-wave resonance

 8The resu2ts are alse censistent with another theoretical approaclt based on the interference between

  p- and d-wave components,
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for 8iBr (E, == O.88eY) in the measurement with IMeY 7-ray energy threshold
levels. Only the A. term has a large value, while all the angular depeRdent terrr}s

have been found to be zero within experimental errors. The angular dependence
of aL,,(e) has been studied also in the p-wave resonance for iiiCd(E, =4.53eV)
in the measurement with 1MeV7-ray energy thereshold levels, and Ro sizable angular

dependence has been observed.
   The 7-ray detection method is a very eMcient method to ssudy a Iarge PNC
effect since it is insensitive to potential scatterings where ne iarge PNC is expected

as discussed in section 1. But the contribution of angular dependen{ terms may
exist in (n, 7) cross section. We have experimentally confirmed that the angular
dependent terms are very small in the measurement with IMeY 7-ray energy
threshold levels since contributioks of many 7-ray transitions cancel out the angular

dependences. Furthermore, values of AL measured by 7-ray detection method are
consistent with those measured by neutron {raRsmission rnethod 9. We caR
conclude the measurement of longitudinal asymmetry with such y-ray detection has

been established to be aR efficient method to study large PNC effects in n-A
mteractlons.

   The angular dependent terms introduce a possibility to investigate the details

of reaction mechanism which is responsible for large PNC effects.

   The forward-backward asymmetry, which contains exit-channel parity-mixing,
has been measured in the p-wave resonance for i39La target nuclei in the 7-ray

energy region higher than 1.1 Å} O.IMeV where many y-ray transitions contribute.
The obtained value is <a,> == O.1 Å} O.3 O/o. On the other hand, the <a,> measured

in the y-ray energy regjon hjgher than 4.8Å} O.3MeV, where oniy one or two i2-ray

Åíransitions are dominant, is <a,> =4.7 th 2.1O/e. The result suggests the existence

of exit--channel parity-mixing in a single 7-ray transition. If we assume that the

<a,> is caused by a single 7-ray transition of i`eLa(4- -4ww), the value of I"Mi/I"Ei

is obtained from the following relation betweeR A,o and Ag (see Eq. 35 and Eq. 47).

    <:L> e-IA7,IE:i,l.Ef,.th,r."i2'vfi.t,i,,f7:ZI,,t if\ll k., IP(`41i5iii`)i (52)

Substituting the experimental values, we obtain ]r"Mi/I-'m N5.6Å}2.5 assuming
lxl -- l. But if another 7-ray transitien of i`OLa(4- -->5-) contributes to the <a,>,

exit-channel structural enhancement factor should be different. Further study is

necessary to examine the parity-mixing iR exit channels.

   The AL has been measured in p-wave resonances of 8iBr, 93Nb, i08pd, Mcd,

'24Sn and i39La target nuciei by a y-ray detection method with IMeV energy
threshold. We re-examine the results of A. in the framework of the parity-mixing

  9The exception is the result obtained at Dubna for t39La target.
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between an s- and a p-wave resonances. We do not discuss the cases of heavy
nuclei here, since the level spacing is too small to assume that the parity-mixing

is caused by two separate resonances. In order to discuss the origin of the iarge

PNC effect, it is convenient to defiRe ct.A as

                               2 r,n                                     -. (53)                       ctnA ""                            EpmEs I':

Resonance parameters are listed in Table le with experimental values of the AL
and caiculated vaiues of lct.A. The magnitudes of xW are shown in the rightmost

column. They are obtained by substituting our experimentai results into the
following relation.

                         IALI=IXWN ctnAl (54)
The values of iWi for the p-wave resonances of i39La(E,= O.734eV), 8iBr(E, x
O.88eY) and "iCd(E, == 4.53eV) are in the same order of magnitude, if we assume

Ixl=:1. The IALI is roughly proportional to Ict..,I. The large PNC effects are
mainly caused by the large lct.Alny

    A pair of s- and p-wave resonances which are located closely does not always

cause a large PNC effect. No large PNC effect has been observed in p-wave
resonances of i2`Sn(E, == 62DeY), 93Nb(E, =: 359eY) and 93Nb (E. =42.3eV), since
their lct,Al's are very small compared with i39La, 8iBr and iiicd.

    No PNC effect has been found in the case of the p-wave resonance for i08Pd
target (E. :2.96eV), in spite of the fact that ct.A is large, t'hat is 7.8 l O.3eVwwi, if

the resonance at E, :33.leeV is taken as the neighboring s-wave resonance. The
total angular momentum of the p-wave resonance is 3/2, while that of the
neighboring s-wave resonance is 1/2. Two opposite-parity amplitudes connot
interfere if their total angular momenta are different.

   The fact that the large PNC effects are observed for only a few nuclei, can
be explained as follows. Very large enhancement of a PNC effect seems to occur

Table iO. Resonaftce parameters and spins of compound states are listed for p-wave resonances and

       thelr neighbering s-wave resonances, The nearest s-wave resonances from prwave resonances
       are taken as neighboring s-wave resonances. The g is the statistical weight factor given as

          2J+1                . The XeO=r," leUIE, is the reduced neutron width at leli for s-waye       g:          2(2I + 1)
       neutrons [62, 23]. The values of Ict.A calculated by substituting the resonance parameters
       into Eq. 53 are shown. The values of AL are the experimental results obtained in this work.

       The values of ]xPYI are showR in the rightmost column.

target
nucleus

Ep
leV]

2gr,n

[rneV]
Ea

lev}
2gr,n

Ime;x]
Jp Js AL IanAIeV-i] IxWI

lmeV
Br O,88Å}O,Ol o.oeon6Å}o.ooooe6 101,10Å}O.14 20 ttnknown unknown o,o21Å}e.ool &eÅ}o.2 2,6Å}O,1

Nb 35.9Å}O.1 O.l12Å}O.OIO 119.2the.2 O.37 5 5 e.oo3Å}o,oos o,11Å}o,el

Nb 42.3Å}O.1 e,os6sÅ}o.ooso -10S,39 33.24 4 4 -O,OOOthO.O06 O.68Å}O.02

Pd 2,96Å}O.Ol e.oleosÅ}o,ooolo 33.10thO.17 40.6th2.8 - m o.oo2Å}o.eo2 7,8Å}O.3

Cd 4,53Å}e.03 O.O0326Å}O,OOOIO -4 1.9 unknown e -(e.O13"o'oos) 8.3Å}O,3 1•6-o's

Sn 62.eÅ}C,1 l4,4Å}O,4 -2e O.30 -t - e,eo2Å}o,go4 g.meÅ}e,gg3
La O.734Å}6,e05 e.oooo73Å}o,oooole-4s.63 168 unknown 4 o.ogsÅ}e.eo3 57Å}4 1.7deO.1
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oniy when rS is very small (see Table 10). In such a case, the cross section of
the p-wave resonance is too smali to be observed among a number of large s-wave

resonances unless the p-wave resonance is well-separated from other s-wave
resonances. The nucleus which has a well-separated p-wave resonance is rarely to
be found. As the average level spacings of the targets of i39La and 8iBr are
Do == 2e8 Å} leeV and 94 th 15eV, respectively, a well-separated resonance is likely
to be fouRd iO.

   In summary, the properties of large PNC effects iR n-A interactions have been

         -studied in (n, y) reactions for several Ruclei. The phenomena can be explained by

the interference between two opposite parity amplitudes of compound resonances
in their entrance channels. They are very importapt cafididates which can be
applied to TRI test experiments.

8 Future Prospects

   In this section, we point out several possibilities of further study of PNC
effects. Feasibility of a TRI experimentto measure a T-odd triple vector correlation

term in a neutron transmission is pointed out iR the latter part of this section.

   If the magnitude of the nuclear weak maÅírix element I PYI is almost in the same

order for all nuclei, we can predict the val"e of PNC effect. For exampie, the AL
for 93Nb (E, =: 42.3eV) rriust be around a few times 10-3. It is very important to

study the rnagnitude of the nuclear weak matrix element for a number of p-wave
resonances in various nuclei and to confirm the assumption that the magnitude of
nuclear weak matrix eleinent is almost iR the sarr}e order for all Ruciei ii. Very

precise data of neutron cross sections are necessary to predict a magnitude of a
PNC effect. Especially the data for small p-wave resonances are desirable, slnce

large PNC effects have been fouRd only in p-wave resonances which are
well-separated from other resonances and have small neutron widths. Assignments
of the total angular inomelltum and the orbital angular momeiitum of iRcideRt
neutrons are also necessary.

   For further uRderstanding of the reaction mechanism which is responsible for
large PNC effects, we can study exit-channel parity-mixing by measuring the terms

given in Eq. 7 for individual 7-ray transitions. A precise measurement of them
enabies us to determine all of the unknown factors coRtained in the terms in Eq.
7, and to study the validity of the theory based on the interference betweefi s- and

p-wave amplitudes by examining whether the theory can explain experimental values

  iODo s 20eV for uranium and thorium.

  iiln heavy nuclei, many p-wave resonances exist in slow-neutron capture reaction. IR this cacse, we

   cannot apply the two levei approximation since the resonances are lecated too close to each
   other. We can extract the nuclear matrix element applying a statistical procedure even in such

   cases [26, 27].
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consistently. Here we discuss the case of the p-wave resonance for i39La(E,, ==
O.734eV). The Ai3o,•4 term corresponds to the circular polarization of the

emitted 7-rays indttced by unpolarized incident neutrons (P,) through the relation

P7=Ai3ffr/anv• The Ai3 is relaÅíed to Ag as

                      "4g .. -p(J,J,11uF), (55)
                                   22                      A13

for single 7--ray traRsitions (Appendix A). If we substitute J, = 4, I == 7/2, I7 = 4,

and <a,> =: 4.7 i 2.1 O/o, we gbtaip IAi31E..,E. de r.I2 = 38 Å} 17 O/e. Another interesting

observable is the A26,ny(k,Å~k,) term i2, which is aR analyzing power for
traRsversely polarized incident neutrons. Its value in the p-wave resonance for
i39La can be evaluated as

        (A2)En=Ep" rm i;illl k., E,"r-i' E,(rw O•i2sOx-o•o73gsy), (s6)

for the 7-ray transition of i`OLa(4- -->4ww). We obtain

                       li`l[2IE. ., E. 'sJ 96Å}43 0/o, (s'7)

assuming lxl ==1 (Appendix A). More intense neutron beam is necessary for a
precise measurement of these observables. The improvement of energy resolution
of 7-ray detectof is also desirable.

  The neutron transmission method is one ef the best way to search for T-violating

effects, since we can observe T-violatiRg effects in the weak interacÅíion free from

FSI. Bunakov, Gudkov and Yamaguchi sBggested the enhancement mechanism of
PNC effect is also applicable to T--vioiating effects [39, 63, 30]. We mention a
feasibiiity of a TRI experimeRt in neutron transmission method below. Interaction
between low energy incident neutrons and nuclei is described using forward scattering

amplitude f which can be written iR the form

                          AA AA              f=: A' + B'o. •I+ C'a. •I+ D'6. •U Å~ k.). (S8)

Propagation of incident neutrons through material caR be described in the framework

of neutron optics for low eneygy incident neutrons. The incoming neutron spin sta{e

(Ui) is traRsformed into aRother one (Uf) which is given as

                                            2              Uf ur SUi, 6 me ei("-i)PZ, n= 1+                                              ,Pf, (59)
                                          (nk.)

after the propagation of iength z in material, where p is the number density of
target nuclei. The j is

               5 :A+ B6n'I"+ C6n'kn + Don'(iÅ~ kn), (60)

 i2P-even "I"-odd. We cannot test TRI in this observable since FSI is too large.
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where A = exp(iZ.tl') cos b, B : i exp (iZA') B'Z (sin b)/b, C =: i exp (iZA') C'Z (sin b)

lb, D = i exp (iZA') D'Z (sin b)lb, Z = 2npzl(n k.) and b = ZIB' + C'i. A relation

D' :O --ÅÄ D = O holds and it is equivalent to D w6 O-D' # O. Therefore, a non-zero

value of D which is to be observed in the experiment is unambiguous evidence
of the existence of the T-odd correlation term D'. In the measurernent, we mest
choose an observable in which no FSI effect is included. :Irwo candida{es have
been suggested. One is a spin deteiled balance with a polarized target [35] and
the other is a comparison of analyzing power aRd polarization with a polarized
target [36]. The necessary devices for these experiments are (1) a neutron polarizer

(2) a polarized target and (3) a neutron spiR analyzer. We already mentioned a
neutron polarizer. A polarized 3Ile is a candidate for the neutron spin
analyzer. The technique {o polarize 3.EIe gas js an established one [64]. Recently,

a high polarizatioR of 3He at 6e-9atm has been reported [65]. In addition, it

can aiso be used as a detector of slow neutrons. But the technique to poiarize
target nuclei (lanthanum etc.) is not yet established.

   Dynamic nuclear poiarization has been studied for lanthanum trifiuoride single

crystals in which neodymium ions are diiuted (Laiww.Nd.F3 [66]). Approximateiy
1e/o of i39La polarization has been obtaiRed for x == O.08 O/e [47].

   Neutron spins rotate due to a pseudomagnetic field [67] on propagating through

a polarized target. If incident neutron spins rota{e on the transmission, an
                           AAexperimental eMciency for a ff,•(I Å~ k.) terrr} is suppressed. The pseudomagnetic

rotation can be cancelled by appiying a magnetic field antiparal}ei to the
pseudomagnetic field in a spin frozen polarized target. But the coupling energy
between a nuclear quadrupole moment of i39La and an electric field gradient of
a lanthanum trifluoride crystal causes the overlapping of Zeeman splitting levels in

the cancellation field (s 2kG) [68], and the vector polarization decreases. We must

overcome the problem Singie crystals of La203, LaAI03, La202S, KBr etc. have
high symfnetries and qwadrupole couplings are diagona}ized abottt Åíheir c-
axes. Currently, g-factors of neodymium ions diluted in these crystals are beiRg
studied.

   An experimental accuracy of IOww2 to 10H3 js expected for the size of a P-odd
T-odd ampiitude relative to a P--odd T-even one, if we caR polarize '39La nuclei

more than 20 e/o. The accuracy can be improved up to 10ww4 with hlgher nucleay
polarization, precise control of magnetic field and more intense neutron beam.
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                                 ne-Appendix A Details of the FGrmalism ef (n, y) Reaction Cross Section

   In this section, we describe explicit expressions of angular and polarization
dependent terms which appear in section 2 and important relations between
them. The case of single 7-ray transition is described here.

   Intrinsic parity of a final state of a n"--ray transition is assumed to be the same

as that of a compound state. The dominant parity favored transition is an Ml
transitioR while the dominant parity unfavored one is El.

   ao =:ÅíIVi(J,M2+2IY2(J,j)I2 (A-la)
       Js Jpj
   ai == 2Re,.2,.j Vi (J,) V2*(J,j) P(J,J, ijllF) (A-lb)

                                           211
  a3 =- Re Z 3ViZii V2 (J,D V,* (JS J") P( J, JS ti'2 IF) O S S (A-lc)

         J.jJSJS' 2j J''
  ag == -2Re ,l,I),; Vi(J,)V,*(Jg)P(J,JgggllF)

                                                          (A-ld)
                                       Ol1
       + Z V,(J.j')V,*(JSjt)P(J,JSj]"IIF)6 1 t S

         JpJ'Jbj' lj j'
  aio =: -2Re Il].(V2(J. = J,, S) y,*(J,) + y, (J,) y,*(J, =J,,g)) (A-le)

  aii == Re ,;..(V2(J,,g) Y,*(J,) + V, (J,) Y,*(J,,i)) ViiP(J,J,g g21F) (A-lf)

                                           211
  ai2 == -2Re 2 Y2(J,D V4"(JSj')P(J,JSh"IIF)18 1 S S (A-lg)
            JpJ'Jbj' 1]' j"
   The I,J,,Jp and F are spins of target nucleus, s-wave resonance, p-wave
resonance and final state, respectively. The 1' is the total angular momentum of
the incident neutron (j -- g or g). The Y,'s are the invariant amplitttdes defined as

          y, ,= -tiltt4 TsAMi(i +i ct), (A-2a)
                      En - Es +-Ts
                              2
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Tp(j)AEi

        i'
En - Ep -F sJrp

.,/'iiiL - =
Y3

 p

E
 - n

E(2k2

T, YVAEi(1 + 6)

+gI7,) (E, - E, +g,rr,) '

(A-2b)

,. (,,- - t, 4 T,(j) WAMi(1 + Y)

(IE, - E, +g17,) (E. - E, + Sr,) '

(A-2c)

(A-2d)

   where T, :ny, r,n(E,), T,(j) =n,j I-JSt,•(jE,), AMi{Ei>==s, jl"Mi(Ei)• llrhe ct,6

and 7 represent contributions of far s-wave resonances. They are zero if only one

s-wave resonance contributes. Corresponding diagrams are shown ilt Fig. 21. The

ij's are phase factors and almost equal to Å}1 in iow energy neutron capture
reactions [48]. The T, and T,(1') are reduced T-matrix elements for s-wave
resonance and p-wave resonance. The AMi and AEi are reduced T-matrix eiements
for parity-favored and parity-unfavored 7-ray transitions. The E. is the incident

neutron energy. The E, and Ep are resonance energies of s- and p-wave
resonances. The fr, and 17p are resonance widths of s- and p-wave resonances. The

r,n and rS' are neutron widths of s- aRd p-wave resonances. The rMi and I7Ei are
widths of parity-favored and parity-unfavored yray transitions. The function P is

given in Eq. 51. We discuss the magnitude of ai relative to a p-wave resonance
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Fig. 21. The diagrams of invarlant amplitudes [48].
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cross section i3.

                     A,=-EL, (Aww3)
                        aop
The ao, is given as ao, =: ÅíjlV2(J.j)l2. This definition is useful only in the viciniÅíy

of the p-wave resonance. If we go far from the p-wave resonance, the denominator
in Eq. A-3 becornes too small. If we assume that only one s-wave resonaxxce exist

close to the p-wave resonance, we obtain

  '4' = ny'(E. - El), + ll,2 i2'il i2'l#,i ((En - E,) (E. - E,) + "rrs4i7p )

               4
                                               (A-4a)
              1     Å~ ;i,) egJ'P(Js Jp ij 1 IF)

A, == 3Vii52ejc,,p(J,J,tit2iF)

       J'J"

Ag = -2n7 W
       X2(En - Iil,)2 + 2

        4

i

ii,i,1)l

vlliil.#, ((E,-E,)p(J,J,gg1IF)

+ 6(En

Aio == - 2x

   rn
rm

 Es) li i.1 i eSJ'tP(J. J,h''1IF)

W

Aii :-,/Iiy

(En - Es)

W

  :22+2   4

  L22+ :Åí
   4

ni,

     Ili ,l l)

((En rm Es) + ("E nt Ep)

R,( (En - Es) -}" (En

"rM.i)

(En ww Es)

W

" Ep) l2'I;' )

(A-4b)

(A-4c)

(A-4d)

Ai2 == - 36n,
       "2(En rm E,)2 + 2
        4

    13P(JsJpi i2IF)'

xlf;,Iiil, (En - Es) i.lpj, ejej•p(J,J,,i-j,iif7) };{
(A-4e)

1•,]

(A-4f)

'3The A,'s are defined as Ai -- aifao in Refi [48]•



      Ai "- ny,(- e.1250x + o.147gy)
                            (Ep-Es) Al7S'

      A, == 3Vi6 (O.1029xy - o.o174y2)

      A, - - 2 Å~ (um o•i250)nv(,E, rmWE,)2 illi/lt x/'llll.Iii,

                 W fln      Aio rv -2x uam:s:m
               Ep-Es FS'

                        W IIn      A,, t- Vii (- Ony 5636 Y) E, "TIEIg i}i,i;

   Other irr}portant terms in Eq. 7 are "
corresponds to an aRalyzing power for transversely
while ai3 is related to aR circular polarization of
unpolarized incident neutrons (P,).

                                       I          a2 ur -2Im 2
                   JsJpJ' 2

                  J.s' Jpj
where

                     fi,--Imil l.Illi/i

If we divide them by ao,, we obtain
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The following relations typically hold fof incjdent epjthermal neuÅírons.

         z,, Jr, << E,-E,, i2bl,ftl io3, vL?LIill, tt iomm2n- io2 (A-s)

We can omit Ai2 iR the vicinity of the p--wave resofiance, since its contribution is
I7:1.rrg'(tv 10-6) times smaller than that of Ag.

   We discuss the case of the p-wave resonance for i39La(E.==O.734eV)
below. We take the s-wave resonance at E, == - 48.63eli as the neighboring s-wave

resonance since it is the nearest to the p-wave resonance. The ground state of
i39La has Irt :7/2-'. The neutroll orbital angular momentum is l== 1. The
dominant 7-ray transition near e-value is the transition into the state of F" = 4bu

of i`OLa [59, 60]. Therefore, the allowed 7-ray transition is Ml and forbidden

one is El. Substituting I== 7/2, J, -- 4, J, ==4 and ,F. ==4 and I7 =:4 into Eq.
A-4, we obtain the following relations.

                               1 IT7g` ,rMi

                              A                      a26n'(kn Å~ kv)
                              polarized
                               emitted
                 Their explicit expressions

             Vi (Js) V2* (Jpj) fiJ'P(Js Jp umj l IF)

ai3 = 2Re(Z Yi (J,) Y3"(J,) + Z Y2 (J,J') V4*(J,J'))

   (E,-E,) (A-6a)
rEl

                (A-6a)

(En rm Ep) (A-6C)

                (A-6d)

                (A-6e)

  and ai367•n7. Tke a2
       incident neutrons,
       y-rays induced by

      are glveR as

    , (A-7a)

    , (A-7b)

(A-8)
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          A2 = -nyv ww/i' AÅí, (E, rm"l7PE,)2 ((En ww Es)-f;'(EnmEp))

                                                         (A-9a)
              Å~ li.) (jrsjP(JsJp g]' 1 IF),

         Ai3 'v 2nv(E, -WE,)2 V'Illll,illl, illi'#, (En rm Ep)• (A-gb)

The fo11owing relations are important.

                    11        Ag           == -P(J,J,- -IIF) (A-10a)                    22        A13

       (A2)En-E. :-ny7 {fli/i", N/Ilill.ill, E,i-r?E,;.]ejBjp(J,J,SjiiF) (A-iob)

   Substituting I== 7/2, J, == 4, J, =4 and ir ==4 into Eq. A-10, we obtain
the foilowing relatiolts.

         Ag            =O.l250 (A-11a)         A13

     (A2)E.-E. = - ij, ff/'", N/Ilill.ii, ,EJ,"iim7p ,ir,(- e.i2sox-o.e73gsy) (A-iib)

AppenGix B Dynamic Pelarization

   Dynamic polarization is a well established method to obtain a large nuclear
polarization by pumping nuclear spins in a material applying a microwave which

resonates paramagnetic centers. An overview of the principle of dynamic
polarizatiolt is discussed in this section. We write spins of electron and nucleus
as s and I, respectively.

   For simplicity, we discuss only the system which coAsists of paramagnetic
centers and one kiRd of nuclei ofI =1/2. The total hamiltonian of the spiR system

in a magnetic field is given as

              ll wi H,,+HI.+Rr,,+,Hrll+H,I+HRF, (B-1)

where a spin-lattice interaction is ignored. The first and second terms represent

the Zeeman energy terms of electron and nucleus. The third, fourth and fifth terms

represent spin-spin interactions between electrons, nuclei and electron-nucleus. The

last term is a possible effect of oscillating magnetic field of the applied
microwave. We discuss the simplest case in which only one electron and one
proton are included. The E{z given as Hz x H,. + HJ. -l- H,i + HRF is diagonal
w?}en we take a state vector of this system as Is.,I,> with a quantization axis
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which is parallel to the direction of the applied magnetic field. When we denote
tnagnetic substates of Å} 1/2 as Å}, each state satisfies the followiRg relations.

                     Hxl+ -> " (Es + ED} ->,

                     H,1+ +> =: (aEs um Ei)[+ +>,
                                                              (B-2)
                     Hxl- -> :(rm Es + EDI ww ->,

                     Hgl- +> =:(um Es - Ef)i- +>•

Off-diagonal components are included in H,i. They can be evaluated IR the first
order perturbation as

                       Ia> =: l- +> + erki 1- ->,

                       Ib> -i- -> +s l- +>,
                                                              (B-3)
                       ic> =: ( -f- +> + 6*E -f- ->,

                       id> -I+ ->+s l+ -ive>.

When H,i is assumed {o be the dipole interacÅíion as

                  ,Ei,, =: h2,Z,e7i (s •i-3(S'?,(i' ") ), (B-4)

the s is given as

                    6:2 rliitlfo sinecos oe-idi, (B-s)

where the Ho is the magnitude of external magfietic field, and e and ip are spherical

angles of the vector r which conAects the eiectron and proton. Transitions of
Ia>elc> and lb>eld> are ailowed transitions. When the microwave is applied
at vo(== 2E,/h), strong electron spin resonaRce (ESR) is observed. Transitions of

la>eld> and ib>olc> are forbidden transitions. The microwave of v =vo th
Av( =2(E, t Es)/h) induces a weak electron spin resonance corresponding to the
forbidden transition. The probability of the forbidden transition is kitowR to be
41el2 times that of allowed transition by evaluatiRg a matrix element of HRF betweeR

two admixed states [53].
   The population of the states Ia>,Ib>,Ic>,Id> obey the Boltzmann distribution
when no inicrowave is appjjed. A polarjzation p of a partjcle whose spin is J is

glven as

                               J
                            1 ..Z, "JMN'n

                        P=J ÅíNin' (3pm6)
                              nt=-J
where N. is population of a magnetic substate. The population is given as
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                          N. (x e-nvMtlLZTL`HiQ. (B-7)

The polarization p is given as

         p.,, 2J2;icoth (2J2;i ptkiTio)- Sltr coth(sltT pakHTO) (B'8)

The poiarization of a free electfoR is -99.750/o with a 25kG magnetic field at
O.5K while the polarization of a proton is only O.51 O/o.

    In a dynamic polarization, a micyowave is applied at v=voÅ}Av. Let us
consider the case ofy= vo -Av. If no microwave is applied, the eiectron-proton
system stays in the lowest energy state, namely la>, with a large probability which

is determined by a thefmal equilibrium. The microwave induces a forbidden
transition between Ib><-->Ic>. The double spin-fiip transkion pushes up the state

to higher energy state. The electron spin is flipped to the original spin direction

throttgh a spin--latÅíice relaxation typically within the tirne of the order of msec,

while preton spin is filpped very slowly within the time of the order of sec. The

large difference between these two relaxation times causes a net transiÅíion of

                         lb> -Ic> -la>•

:lrhe iRteraction which is responsible for the double spin-fiip transition is the dipole

interaction included in H,i. The probability of the forbidden transition is
proportional to Iel2 (x] r-6. Therefore only the neighboring nuclei around a radical

electron are polarized through this mechanism. The nuclear polarization is
transferred to remote nuclei {hrough spic-spin coupling (ItsI"9. This mechanism
is referred to as "spin diffusion". The characteristic time for spin diffusion is order

of sec. The "spin diffusion" works well wheR two nuclear spins have an identical

magnetic momeitt and magnitude of spin. Finally we caR obtain a very high
polarizatiolt in a maÅíeTial uniformly.

    When a microwave frequency is set at y== vo +Ay, the net transitioR of

                         Ia> -ld> -ib>.

is enhanced. Then a negaÅíive nuclear polarization is obtained.

   Both poskive- aRd Regative-nuciear polarization can be obtained by choosing
the microwave frequency with a fixed magfietic field.

AppeRdix C T-violating Observables in Nelltron Transmission

   We describe T-violating observables in a iow-energy neutron transmission
                                             AAexperiment below [35, 36]. In Eq. 60, we assume the 6., I and k, are perpendicuiar

                     AAto each other and 6.//)c, I//y and k,//z. When we write

                                        B
                      AA AA                 E:BI+Ckn "IT DIXkn: D , (C-l)
                                        C
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the 5 can be written as

                          j": A+ 6n'jE• (C-2)
An analyzing power and a pelarization vector in this process, which are represented

by A and P, respectively, are givefi as

                 A= 7}'(6?if.6) =4Ref3["E-2iE*xE, (C-3a)

                 P = T,(6,6t6) "= 4ReArk' E+ 2iE* X E. (Cww3b)

Therefore, the following relations are obtained.

                                   ReA*B

                A+P==8ReA*E==8 ReA*D (C-4a)
                                   ReA*C

                                      - ImC*D

                A-P=:-4i.E"Å~E=4 -ImB"C (C-4b)
                                        ImB*D

The (A+P),, (A-]P). aRd (A-P), are preportional to D which sigRals
T-violation. It is natural to assume that the magnitude of A is biggest amoRg
those of A, B, C and D. The (A -i- P), is expected to be the blggest T-violating

observable among them.
   In a simiiar way, we can find other observables which are sensitive to
T-violation. We use Proh(i->j) to represent the expectation vaiue of the
transmitted nediron polarization in the directlon j with 100 0/o polarized incident

neetroxxs in the direction i.

          prob (i -,j) =: Tr( 1 +2(6")j st 1 +2(6")i s)

                     .., 1 -im (5ijlxi2 + 1 - `5iSEL2

                         22
                                                              (C-5)
                      + Re/i*(Ei + Ej) + iÅí,, 6iki llti 6jk' E,* E, + ReE," Ej

                      -F Åísijk IinA*Ek
                         k
The 6i,• and 6ijk are given as foilows.

                        (s,,•-=I6 El-;II)) (c-6)
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        etJk==(-g, [(ll,il,':,:,l,ga:nZVded",P,tr.M.",'8,%O.n.lf;;,i' ,.-,,

We find several observables which are proportional to D arnong the following
observables.

                                               ImC*D
    Prob(+ i -- - i) - Prob(- i --•F + i) = - 2i (E" Å~ E), -- 4 ImB*C (C-8a)

                                               ImB"D

                                           ImA*B
    Prob(+ i-)F + i) - Prob(- i- - i) = 4ReA*E, =4 lmA*D (C-8b)
                                           ImA*C

Those are Prob(+x--x)-Prob(-x---aF +x), Prob(+y-+y)-Prob(-y-->- y) and
Prob(+z--z)-Prob(-z->+z).

Appendix D Numerical Simulation

   The IVi(p., Ai) (Eq. 29) depends on the energy of incident neutroRs, so does
N(p., AL). The E, dependence of resonance cress section obtained in experiment
was used to include the effect of Doppler broadening as a spreading of resonance
width. The Ni's were caiculated as

No(p., AL) = .(ds2 Åí.{i3illre-nxtznddXs2" == iiil:'(i - enxtt),

Ni(pn, /3[L) == j'dEi j'dS2i f.. d;i' eww"X"zinddsff2Si K(E,, E.; k., g>,)ll:;'(i - e"xte(7i• ii)),

N,(p., A,) == SdE, SdEi, Sds2, S,.dgi' jl. d3s'2env nxtzi n ddsa2s,c, K(E,, E,; n,, 7•,,)

          Å~ e-nxt1 7i zi n dasc K(E2, E.; 7n, b2) Kt'/ (1 - e"Xt e<72, ra2>), '

                   d9, X,

where

             "Xt " gsc ptlm ffe(En) mF Xr,

             Xr -- ffr(En) Å~ ((1 + AL)(1 +2 P") +(1 - AL)(i M2 P")),
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-r12 ==
ew, . Ar2 tu rl, r12=

-- -+r2 - rl

       '-""ir2 - ril

and

En:Pn :A[L :
ase :
ffe :
gr :n:y:VB Is:SB:  -+ m-f(r, 9) :

incident neutron energy,

longitudinal polarization of incident neutron,

longitudinal asymmetry,

potential scattering cross section,

continuum part of capture cross section,

resonance part of capture cross section,

number density of target nuclei,

target volume,

intersection between target volume and incident beam,
cross section of V,

cross section of YB,

target thickness for the neutron which is scattered at the
                   -propagated parallel to 9.

  . ww-polnt r and

The function ic is unity only when arguments are allowed in elastic scattering
                                   -+ .+ -+kiAematically, otherwise it is zero. The S2,S2i,S22,... are unit vector variables

which run over whole solid angle. The 9n is the solid angle of the voiume d3r2

                 "seen from the point ri.


